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A trace amount of a specific gas in air, breath, or an industrial process can pro-
foundly affect the chemistry and properties of the medium. Therefore, an accurate
measurement of the concentration of the trace gas can provide invaluable informa-
tion. This thesis focuses on the development of trace gas detection methods based
on background-free laser absorption spectroscopic techniques. Background-free tech-
niques possess characteristics that greatly benefit the detection of minuscule amounts
of gases. These include, for example, scalability with optical power and diminished
sensitivity to optical power fluctuations.
The thesis deals with two spectroscopic approaches: a novel interferometric method
for broadband optical background suppression in absorption spectroscopy, and cantilever-
enhanced photo-acoustic spectroscopy. We performed the spectroscopy mainly in the
two atmospheric windows of 2000 to 3000 cm−1 and 800 to 1200 cm−1 found in the
mid-infrared region. The employed light sources encompass various broadband and
single mode laser devices, including optical parametric oscillators, optical frequency
combs, and a quantum cascade laser.
The presented results include a demonstration of the interferometric background
suppression with a state-of-the-art mid-infrared dual-comb spectrometer. We used
the setup to compare the signal-to-noise ratio in direct absorption spectroscopy with
and without the background suppression technique. The novel method was found to
improve the signal-to-noise ratio by approximately a factor of five. The improvement
was limited by the available optical power, and is expected to increase considerably
with high power laser light sources.
In the cantilever-enhanced photo-acoustic experiments, we investigated the use of
high optical power in improving the trace gas detection performance. Using a high
power mid-infrared optical parametric oscillator as a laser light source, we reached a
record level noise equivalent concentration of 2.5 ppt in 15 s measurement time for
hydrogen fluoride. In another work, we reached a record normalised noise equiva-
lent absorption of 1.75× 10−12 Wcm−1Hz−1/2 by using an optical build-up cavity to
enhance the optical power in the photo-acoustic cell. Lastly, we presented results
on hyphenation of the cantilever-enhanced photo-acoustic detector and a gas chro-
matograph. With the hyphenation, we demonstrated the capability of quantitatively
analysing a complex mixture of small to large molecular weight compounds, at a de-
tection sensitivity far better than what can be obtained with a conventional Fourier-
transform based infrared detector used in gas chromatography. Quantitative analysis
of the sample would have been difficult for laser absorption spectroscopy without the
chromatographic separation. The results show a great potential for laser absorption
spectroscopy to be used as a detector for gas chromatography in the development of
a field deployable multigas analyser.
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The very minor constituents of a gas mixture, typically air, are referred to as trace
gases. A trace amount is commonly regarded as a volume mixing ratio from %₀ down-
wards, often in the part-per-million (ppm) range and less. For example, atmosphere
consists mainly of nitrogen (N2 78.1%), oxygen (O2 20.9%), argon (Ar 0.934%), and
varying amounts of water vapour with the remaining consisting of trace gases. The ma-
jor trace components include carbon dioxide (CO2 400 ppm), helium (He 5.24 ppm),
methane (CH4 1.8 ppm) and nitrous oxide (N2O 0.33 ppm), among many others. Al-
though trace gases constitute only small portions, they can significantly impact the
chemistry and properties of their environment. As an example, CO2 and CH4 in the
atmosphere are significant contributors to global warming [1]. The presence of trace
amount of ozone (O3) in the stratosphere, protecting us from harmful UV radiation,
was threatened by other trace gases CFCs in the 20th century. On the other hand,
ground-level ozone is a pollutant that can trigger a variety of health problems. Many
other gases, such as formaldehyde and benzene, are dangerous to health already at
ppm-level requiring that they are monitored at part-per-billion (ppb) level to avoid
health concerns [2–4]. In medical science, trace levels of CO2 in humane breath are
analysed for capnography and to detect gastric problems caused by helicobacter pylori
[5].
The importance of analysis and detection of trace gas is obvious. There are nu-
merous gas analysis techniques, which vary in selectivity and sensitivity. Some of the
most highly regarded ones are gas chromatography (GC) and mass spectrometry (MS).
The combination of GC and MS (GC-MS) is the base for many official standardised
methods, as it currently provides the most universal platform for quantitative analy-
sis of chemical compounds. The use of GC-MS is, however, mostly limited to offline
laboratory use, whereas the applications would greatly benefit from accurate real time
in situ measurements with instruments that are miniaturised and user-friendly. After
the emergence of continuously tunable lasers operating near room temperature, laser
absorption spectroscopy (LAS) has shown to be a technology capable of providing
such instruments. The characteristic absorption spectra of molecules, also called the
molecular fingerprint, makes the LAS based instruments highly selective. The devel-
opment of modern sensitive LAS techniques, such as cavity ring-down spectroscopy
(CRDS) [6] and photo-acoustic spectroscopy (PAS) [7], allow the detection of minute
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trace amounts, down to part-per-trillion (ppt) level or below as in Article I and in
[8, 9].
Some laser spectroscopic techniques are characterised as background-free (BF) with
the general concept that if no analyte is present, the technique does not produce any
signal. Examples of such techniques include Faraday rotation spectroscopy [10–12],
laser-induced fluorescence spectroscopy [13, 14], and photo-acoustic spectroscopy [15,
16]. Background-free techniques are advantageous in many ways. For example, they
can make use of full laser power because there is no strong background signal to
saturate the detector. They are insensitive to optical power fluctuations as the signal
is measured against a zero baseline. Compare to, for example, traditional transmission
spectroscopy where the signal is encoded in small attenuation of the light traversed
the sample. The challenge is to distinguish the wavelength dependent attenuation dips
from of a large fluctuating background. The transmission measurement also needs
to be normalised with a reference measurement without the analyte, which further
increases the overall uncertainty. This thesis covers application of background-free
spectroscopies to development of trace gas detection techniques. The emphasis is
on high detection sensitivity and detection of challenging compounds. The included
techniques are cantilever-enhanced photo-acoustic spectroscopy (CEPAS) in Articles
I, III, and IV. Article II includes a novel interferometry-based technique for optical
background suppression in absorption spectroscopy.
An important factor on the development of highly sensitive trace gas analysers is
the selection of the wavelength region. The most information rich spectral region is
the mid-infrared (MIR), which is loosely defined to cover the wavelengths from 2.5 to
25 µm (4000–400 cm−1). In this so called molecular fingerprint region most molecules
have strong fundamental rotational-vibrational transitions, making it ideal for selective
and sensitive spectroscopic detection. Figure 1.1 illustrates some of the accessed MIR
ro-vibrational bands, together with some of the wavelength regions used in this thesis.
These regions encompass the so called atmospheric windows: 2000 to 3000 cm−1 and
800 to 1200 cm−1, where the absorption of water vapour is small.
Laser light sources are in a crucial role in laser spectroscopy for many reasons. For
example, the operation wavelength of the laser defines the accessible optical transi-
tions, the optical power and stability has on effect on the detection limits of the in-
strument, and the physical size and robustness affects the usability of the instrument
in applications. The MIR region has been challenging to access by laser technology.
Most noteworthy are the relatively novel semiconductor lasers, such as interband cas-
cade laser (ICL) in the 3–6µm range [17], and quantum cascade laser (QCL) in the
6–20 µm range [18, 19], covering almost the full MIR range. These lasers are mostly
used as narrowly tunable single frequency light sources. They are small in size and
are therefore attractive to field applications. Another important class of laser type
light sources that enables to access the MIR region is optical parametric oscillator
(OPO) [20]. They are devices based on nonlinear optics which convert light from high
frequency (short wavelength) to low frequency (long wavelength). The conversion is
useful, since laser technology is most mature in the near-infrared region (NIR) from
0.8 – 2.5 µm (12500 – 4000 cm−1). Consequently, OPOs allow NIR performance to
be transferred to the MIR. Currently, the most common MIR operation range for the
OPOs is 2 – 5 µm. Some nonlinear materials and NIR light sources choices allow
extension of the wavelength range all the way to 10 µm or beyond [21]. However,










Figure 1.1: Some molecular absorption bands and wavelength regions (grey shading)
accessed in this thesis.
OPOs are bulky and sensitive to mechanical disturbances, limiting their use mostly to
laboratory environments.
A class of lasers that especially benefits from nonlinear frequency conversion de-
vices, such as OPOs, is the optical frequency comb (OFC) [22]. Frequency combs
are broadband laser sources whose spectra consist of thousands to millions of narrow
equally spaced laser lines resembling a comb structure. They are useful as highly
stable broadband light sources in applications where the high brightness and coher-
ence of lasers are beneficial. Most LAS experiments benefit from these characteristics
since, for example, the high spatial coherence of lasers allows implementation of long
absorption path lengths for high detection sensitivity. An additional advantage of
OFCs is exceptional wavelength stability, which is a prerequisite for highly precise
spectroscopy. The stability can be exploited when the comb is used directly as a
light source [23], or with a single frequency laser referenced to an optical frequency
comb [24]. An ultimate example of stability is the measurement of optical transition
frequencies in atomic clocks down to 1× 10−18 level in relative uncertainty [25].
This thesis covers the use of a wide range of laser light sources and technologies,
as well as the design and construction of a high power OPO in Article I. Near-infrared
distributed feedback lasers (DFBs), ICLs, QCLs, OPOs, and are used as single fre-
quency light sources for photoacoustic spectroscopy in Articles I, III, and IV. Optical
frequency combs converted to the MIR with OPOs are used as coherent broadband
light sources for interferometry-based background-free transmission spectroscopy in
Article II.
The rest of the thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 presents an introduction to
laser absorption spectroscopy from the perspective of the topic of this thesis. Chapter
3 describes the results on a novel background-free broadband absorption spectroscopy
based on interferometric suppression with a sign-inverted waveform. Chapter 4 focuses
on the application of a cantilever-enhanced photoacoustic spectroscopy as a highly
sensitive and versatile trace gas detection method. Three approaches are presented.
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The first two approaches, which are presented in Section 4.1, focus on the use of high
optical power in improving the detection sensitivity to record-high levels. The third
approach, discussed in Section 4.2, combines CEPAS with gas chromatography in an
unprecedented way to allow an analysis of complex mixtures of large molecules, which
are typically out of reach for laser spectroscopy.
Chapter 2
Laser absorption spectroscopy
This chapter provides a short introduction to the basic concepts of infrared laser ab-
sorption spectroscopy, which are appropriate to the trace gas detection techniques
used in my thesis. In general terms, spectroscopy studies the interaction of electro-
magnetic radiation with matter. In LAS of this work the electromagnetic radiation
is the infrared light of a laser, the interaction is absorption, and the matter consists
of gas molecules. Gas absorbs light at wavelengths that coincide with transitions be-
tween two energy states of the molecules. These transitions are specific to each type
of molecular species, providing infallible fingerprints for identification and quantifica-
tion of the compounds. In the infrared, the transitions are related to change in the
quantised rotational and vibrational motions of the molecules, such as stretching and
bending of the molecular bonds [26]. The rotational energies are one to two orders
of magnitude lower than the vibrational energies, resulting in spectral bands where a
change in the vibrational energy defines the band centre and the rotational energies
define the fine structure. For small molecules the infrared spectrum can be simple
enough so that it is possible to probe a single transition line as shown in Figure 2.1
for CO2. For larger molecules, the fine structure can be largely unresolved as the
rotational energy levels become more densely spaced, forming continuous absorption
bands.
The absorption coefficient (cm−1) of a single transition can be described by the
following equation [27]
α(ν, T, p) = NS0(T )f(ν, ν0, T, p) (2.1)
where N is the number density of absorbing molecules (molecule cm−3), S0(T ) is
the line intensity of a single molecule (cm−1/(molecule cm−2)), f(ν, ν0, T, p) is the
area-normalised line shape function (1/cm−1), and ν0 is the centre wavenumber of
the line (cm−1). In a typical measurement in atmospheric conditions, N is calculated
from the ideal gas law as a function of temperature T and pressure p. The line
intensity S0(T ) can be found from a spectroscopic database, such as HITRAN [28].
For the measurements of volume mixing ratio in trace gas detection, it maybe useful
to express the number density N as a fraction of total number density of molecules:
N = cmN0, where cm is the volume mixing ratio of the absorbing molecule and N0
is the total number density of molecules. The line intensity varies with temperature
5
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Figure 2.1: Rotational-vibrational spectrum of CO2. The inset on the left shows two
overlapping transitions while the inset on the right shows an isolated transition. The
red lines indicate the line centres.
because the ground-state has a temperature dependent population. In the case of




The two most dominant underlying mechanisms determining the line shape are
Doppler and collisional broadening, affected by the temperature and pressure of the
gas, respectively. Thermal translational motion of the molecules gives the incident
radiation a frequency shift due to the Doppler effect. The frequency shift, in the
molecular frame of reference, allows the transition to be excited by a photon offset from
the centre frequency, thus resulting in broadening of the line shape. The broadening





















where ΓD is the Doppler half-width (cm−1), m is the mass of the molecule, c is the
speed of light, and k is the Boltzmann constant. The Doppler half-width is in the
order of 100MHz (0.0033 cm−1) in a typical LAS trace gas detection application of
light molecules in atmospheric temperature.
The movement of the molecules also leads to intermolecular collisions that exchange
energy and shorten the lifetime of the excited state. This results in pressure dependent
collisional broadening and shift in the central frequency of the line. The broadening





(ν − ν0 −∆)2 + Γ2L
(2.3)
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with ΓL being the pressure-broadened line half-width and ∆ being the pressure-
induced line shift. The extent of the collisional effects depends on the collisional
partner. Coefficients for air and self broadening are tabulated in HITRAN. Typical
values for ΓL in air are in the order of 3GHz/atm (0.1 cm−1/atm), and the shifts in
the central frequency in the order of −30MHz/atm (−0.001 cm−1/atm).
At high pressures the collisional broadening dominates. As the pressure decreases
the Doppler broadening becomes a greater contributor. In the simplest case, one of
these two functions can be used as such in the fitting process for retrieval of experi-
mental parameters, such as the target gas number density N . Normally, both Doppler
and pressure broadening have significant contributions to the line shape, and more so-
phisticated models are required. A popular line shape function is the Voigt function,
which is a convolution of a Gaussian and Lorentzian function. It gives a good represen-
tation of the line shape for many applications. For the most accurate measurements,
the current recommendation is the more complex Hartmann-Tran profile [29]. It is
sophisticated enough to capture the various contributions of molecular motion to the
line shape, including the molecular speed dependent relaxation rates and the effect
of collisional velocity changes to the Doppler broadening. Several other line shape
functions also exist with varying accuracy and complexity. They are summarised in
[29].
Absorption can be measured either by observing a change in the state of the gas, or
the state of the probing light. The first of these approaches is referred to as “indirect”
technique, while the latter approach as “direct”. An example of measuring a change
in the state of the gas is photo-acoustic spectroscopy, discussed in Chapter 4. A
change in the state of the light is, in almost all cases, measured by a photodetector,
which responses to the total optical power incident on the detector. As light traverses




where L is the optical path length and P0 is the incident optical power. In a usual
experiment with a tunable diode laser and a photodetector, the detector records trans-
mitted optical power P as a function of wavelength as the laser wavelength is scanned
over the absorption line. The incident power may be measured in a similar way or
estimated from the measurement. The result T (ν) = P (ν)/P0(ν) is referred to as the
transmission spectrum, and A(ν) = − ln (P (ν)/P0(ν)) ≈ 1 − T (ν) as the absorption
or absorbance spectrum. In this thesis, we adopt the Napierian form of absorbance,
which is better suited for trace gas spectroscopy. However, the reader should be aware
that the common way in analytical sciences is to define the absorbance as a base-10
logarithm. The measurement of absorption directly or indirectly allows one to obtain
the number density N , or the respective mixing ratio cm of an analyte in the medium.
Usually the analysis is performed by fitting a chosen line shape function to the mea-
surement in order to extract the line area Aint = NS0L. A suitable line shape function
may be chosen by inspecting the residual of the fit. In case the residual shows features
clearly distinguishable from noise, it may be necessary to increase the accuracy of the
model. If the pressure and temperature are well known, the measurement can be sped
up by recording the absorption only at the line centre A0 = NS0Lf(ν0, ν0, T, p). In
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Figure 2.2: An example of a) absorption and b) refractive index change associated
with a single transition.
perature or pressure of the gas as in Article 1 or in many combustion applications
[30].
Some of the spectroscopic methods are sensitive to the phase of the electromagnetic
wave. In such case, it is necessary to write the line shape function in a complex form
to account for the dispersion associated with absorption. Equation 2.1 then becomes
αc(ν, T, p) = NS0(T )Re(f(ν, ν0, T, p)) + iNS0(T )Im(f(ν, ν0, T, p))
= α(ν, ν0, T, p) + iβ(ν, ν0, T, p)
(2.5)
where the real part of f yields the absorption coefficient and the imaginary part the
dispersion coefficient β. Dispersion means that the refractive index of the medium
is wavelength dependent. Here, the dispersion originates from absorption according
to Kramers-Kronig relations, which state that an absorptive medium must experience
dispersion and vice versa [20]. The associated refractive index change may be written
as ∆n = −β/(4πν). Figure 2.2 shows an example of α and ∆n for a single absorption
line.
The interaction of light with the medium is written for the electric field as
E = E0e
−αL/2e−iβL/2 (2.6)
which reduces to Equation 2.4 in case the optical power P ∼ |E|2 is detected.
Wavelength modulation spectroscopy
As outlined in the introduction, the usual transmission measurements need to dis-
tinguish the absorption signal from a large fluctuating background, which sets the
limit for the smallest detectable absorption. Modulation techniques can improve the
performance of a transmission measurement by translating the detection to higher fre-
quencies with less noise and by removing the need to measure the difference between
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Figure 2.3: Formation of WMS absorption signal (in blue) as the centre wavenumber
of the laser (in red) is scanned over an absorption line. Figures on the right show
decomposition of the WMS absorption signals to their harmonic lock-in signals.
two large signals: the detector signal in the presence and absence of the analyte. One
of the most popular modulation techniques is wavelength modulation spectroscopy
(WMS) [31]. In WMS, the experimental arrangement remains the same as in direct
transmission measurement, with the exception that the wavelength of the laser is mod-
ulated around a centre wavenumber νc. Usually the modulation waveform is sinusoidal,
written as ν(t) = νc+νa sin (2πfmt), where νa is the amplitude of the modulation and
fm is the modulation frequency. At the detector, the signal is demodulated with a
lock-in amplifier at nth harmonic (nfm, n = 1, 2, 3, . . . ) of the modulation frequency.
The modulation frequency is smaller than the linewidth of the probed transition, usu-
ally in the kHz to MHz range, differentiating the technique from frequency modulation
spectroscopy, in which the modulation frequency is in the order of the linewidth or
larger. Instead, the modulation amplitude is found, often experimentally, to produce
the strongest WMS signal when being comparable to the linewidth of the transition.
Figure 2.3 exemplifies the formation of a WMS signal. A photodetector is insensi-
tive to small changes of the wavelength. Therefore, in the absence of absorption, the
optical power reaching the detector is the same as that emitted by the laser, as in case
d) of Figure 2.3. The demodulated lock-in signal is zero for all the harmonics since the
detector signal is constant. Hence, WMS can be considered as a background-free tech-
nique although the signal level at the photodetector is still high. In practice, residual
amplitude modulation (RAM) often causes a background signal. For a common semi-
conductor laser, such as a QCL, the wavelength modulation by the injection current
creates a significant RAM component at the 1st harmonic. The reason is that the
optical power of the laser varies, as a first approximation, linearly with the injection
current. It is therefore more common to detect the 2nd harmonic signal, which is
largely background-free also for semiconductor lasers. In addition to modulation by
the injection current, interference effects in, for example, etalons may cause RAM.
In the presence of absorption, the transmitted optical power of the laser is modu-
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Figure 2.4: a) Illustrations of the 1st, 2nd and 3rd harmonic WMS signals for a
Lorentzian line shape function. b) 2nd harmonic WMS signal at the centre (peak) of
the line as a function of modulation amplitude.
on the photodetector that is directly proportional to the absorbance. In a), the laser
scans over the peak of the line, producing a strongly non-linear response on the absorp-
tion signal at higher (even) harmonics. In b) and c), the response on the absorption
signal is more linear, producing modulation mostly at the 1st harmonic. An accurate
description of the proportions of the harmonics can be developed by substituting the
wavelength modulation function to Equation 2.1 for absorption and developing the
result as a Fourier series. The nth Fourier component is then proportional to the nth
harmonic lock-in signal. Analytical expressions for the Fourier components of the sim-
plest Gaussian and Lorentzian line shape functions exist [31], whereas the coefficients
for more complex functions, such as the Voigt, need to be solved through different
approximations or numerical approaches [32, 33]. Qualitatively, the produced lock-
in signals resemble the derivatives of the absorption feature, with the nth harmonic
representing the nth derivative.
Figure 2.4 a) illustrates the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd harmonic WMS signals simulated
for a Lorentzian line shape as a function of normalised wavenumber: ν/ΓL. The
modulation amplitude was chosen to maximise the 2nd harmonic peak signal. For a
Lorentzian line shape, the maximum peak value is found for a normalised modulation
amplitude νa/ΓL = 2.2, as shown in Figure 2.4 b) [31]. Useful observations include
that the odd harmonics experience a zero crossing at the line centre, where the even
harmonics reach maxima. Simultaneously, higher harmonics are weaker than the lower
ones. The 2nd harmonic is often found most useful for trace gas detection, while the
1st or the 3rd harmonics can be used, for example, to lock a laser wavelength to the
line centre. More about the use of wavelength modulation technique for laser locking
can be found in Subsection 4.1.2.
A drawback from using WMS is that the capability for absolute quantitative mea-
surements without calibration is practically lost. A number of research articles have
been published on methods described as ’calibration-free’ that partly overcome this
deficiency, for example, by carefully calibrating the laser tuning characteristic in order
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to retrieve the absolute absorption signal from a WMS measurement [34]. However,
for some spectroscopic techniques, such as photo-acoustic spectroscopy, the loss of ab-
solute absorption signal is irrelevant as the technique in any case requires a calibration.




In conventional transmission spectroscopy light passes through a sample and its at-
tenuation is recorded at each wavelength. As a result, one obtains a transmittance
spectrum with the emission profile of the light source as a background. The molecular
information is recorded in the small absorption dips as described by Equation 2.4,
which poses a challenge to the instrumentation. Fluctuation in the background spec-
trum P0 determine whether the dips can be detected or not. The background stability
is in most cases dominated by spectral power density fluctuations of the light source.
In addition, the measurement of small deviations from a comparatively large back-
ground signal requires a high-dynamic-range detector. Background-free spectroscopic
techniques can avoid these challenges and reach the intrinsic noise limit of the detector.
This chapter presents the theory and experimental results of a novel background-free
broadband absorption spectroscopy based on interferometric background suppression
with a sign-inverted waveform.
3.1 Theory of the suppression method
A transmission measurement can be transformed to a background-free measurement by
optically subtracting the background spectrum from the transmission spectrum. As a
result, the measurement will show emission-like peaks on a zero background instead of
absorption dips. Optical subtraction of two spectra is possible by interference of their
optical fields at opposite phases. Lasers offer high enough spatial coherence so that a
high level of subtraction is possible. This section presents a quantitative description
of the process and interpretation of the produced signal. We begin by following the
approximations laid in Article II, followed by a more rigorous description of a realistic
experiment in the formalism of the common two-beam interference equation.
A simple approximation of the optically subtracted background-free measurement
can be derived by first writing the background spectrum in electric field form as
EB(ν) = E0(ν), and the transmission spectrum as ET (ν) = −E0(ν)e−A(ν)/2. The
minus-sign in front of E0 designates opposite phase (π phase difference), and the term
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e−A(ν)/2 describes attenuation by molecular absorption according to Beer’s law with
A(ν) being the wavenumber dependent Napierian absorbance. In a normal trans-
mission measurement one would record ET (ν) with a spectrometer equipped with a
photodetector, producing a spectrum written as Ptr ∼ E20e−A(ν). For the usual case
of A(ν) ≪ 1, this can be approximated as
Ptr ∼ P0(1−A(ν)), (3.1)
where the absorption signal is found as the background P0 = E20 minus the transmis-
sion measurement: P0 − Ptr = P0 − P0(1−A(ν)) = P0A(ν). The signal-to-noise ratio





where σlas is the relative standard deviation of the optical power spectral density of
the laser, and A0 is the peak absorbance of the spectral line. Here, we have assumed
a typical case where the laser noise dominates over other noise sources.
In the case of optical background suppression, the two beams EB and ET interfere
and the measured signal Pbf (ν) is proportional to Pbf (ν) ∼ |EB + ET |2 = |E0 −
E0e












where σdet is the noise equivalent power of the photodetector.
In most cases the absorbance is small, from which it follows that A20 < A0 and
that the magnitudes of P0, σlas, and σdet determine whether it is the Pbf or Ptr
approach that gives a higher SNR. For narrow spectral lines with a small integrated
total absorbance over the spectral range of interest, Pbf ≪ Ptr, and it is possible to
increase the optical power significantly in the BF case compared to the transmission
(TR) case without detector saturation. Therefore, with these assumptions, the BF
approach can give much higher SNR with the available laser power being most likely
the limiting factor. As a case study, let us calculate the optical power required for
a typical absorbance measurement with noise-equivalent absorbance (NEA) of 0.1%.
By setting SNRbf = SNRtr, we find that P0 = σdetσlas
4
A0
. By choosing 10σlas = σdet
and assuming that the laser noise dominates in the transmission measurement, we
can substitute A0 = 10−3 and obtain P0 = 400. The BF measurement requires
over 400 times higher optical power than the TR measurement in order to reach
better NEA. Such power levels are found possible when comparing the optical power
of available lasers and a typical saturation limits of detectors. However, it should be
noted that even though the NEA would not improve, the quadratic nature of the BF
method means that the SNR for A0 > NEA is still higher than in the transmission
measurement. A high SNR is important for accurate measurements.
We have neglected several non-idealities in the above treatment. To derive a more
accurate representation, we use the two beam interference equation [20] and include
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a factor ρ(ν) to describe the difference in the intensities of the two interfering optical
beams, and a variable ϕ(ν) as the deviation from π phase difference. The reader should
be aware that the imbalance factors ρ and ϕ are defined differently from Article II in
order to comply with the formalism of the two-beam interference. Also, the absorbance
is now written in complex form as A(ν) = a(ν) + ib(ν). Hence, EB(ν) = E0(ν), and
ET (ν) = −
√︁
(1− ρ)E0(ν)e−a(ν)−i(b(ν)+ϕ(ν)). The two beam interference equation,
P = P1 + P2 + 2
√︁
P1P2 cos θ, (3.5)
is then written as
Pbf ∼ P0
(︃








which approaches P0 for very large absorption (a → ∞), indicating the saturation
level of the method. From Equation 3.6 it follows that if P0 is measured, the proposed
background-free spectroscopic method provides quantitative spectral information the
same way as a traditional transmission measurement, with the exception that the BF-
signal is nonlinear of nature. In other words, the information from spectral databases,
such as HITRAN, can be used to extract, for example, the sample gas volume mixing
ratio from a BF measurement.
To better understand Equation 3.6, we may approximate it for a, ϕ, ρ ≪ 1 by
substituting cos (θ) ≈ 1 − θ2/2, e−a ≈ 1 − a + a2/2,
√
e−a ≈ 1 − a/2 + a2/8, and√






ϕ2 + ρ2 + b2 + 2aρ+ 2bϕ+ a2
)︁
, (3.7)
where we the term b is may be omitted for simplicity. The inclusion of b is discussed
later in this section. The approximation shows that a mismatch in either amplitude
or phase balance of the optical fields will result in a background signal.
The signal-to-noise ratio should now include the optical power related noise terms.
These are the term associated with the laser technical noise PN,las = σlasP0/4(4ϕ2 +
ρ2), the quantum (shot) noise of the laser power at the detector PN,sht = (P0/4(ϕ2 +
ρ2)hcν∆f)1/2, and the detector noise term PN,det. Here, hcν is the photon energy with
ν expressed in wavenumber units, and ∆f is the detection bandwidth. Unit quantum
efficiency is assumed. We write the SNR as
SNRbf =
P0
4 (2ρa0 + a
2
0)√︁
(PN,las)2 + (PN,sht)2 + (PN,det)2
. (3.8)
Again, if the detector noise dominates, SNRbf = (P0/PN,det)(ρa0/2) for a0 ≪ ρ and
therefore, the SNR improves with increasing optical power similarly to Eq. 3.4. At
some point, the shot noise and then the laser noise will start to dominate. If the




2 + ρ2)). Now, increasing the laser power does not improve the
SNR. Instead, one needs to decrease ρ and ϕ.
Assuming unlimited optical power, the background-free absorption spectroscopy
will eventually reach the laser noise limited operation regime. This limit determines the
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lowest detectable absorbance. In Figure 3.1, the lowest detectable absorbance, or the
noise-equivalent absorbance, is plotted as a function of the imbalance coefficients ρ and
ϕ, with a laser noise value of σlas =1× 10−3. In a normal transmission measurement,
the noise-equivalent-absorbance is equal to the value σlas for the laser noise. This limit
is highlighted with a thick contour line in the figure. As can be seen, even in a modest
case of ρ = 0.1, the NEA will improve from the normal transmission measurement
(NEA=1× 10−3), as long as the phase ϕ is controlled to a sufficient accuracy. The
same applies for a shot noise limit.









































Figure 3.1: Calculated noise-equivalent absorbance and the corresponding extinction
ratio for σlas =1× 10−3 in the case of no absorption related phase change b.
The graph is divided diagonally into two regimes: the intensity mismatch (ρ)
dominated regime on the top-left side and the phase imbalance (ϕ) dominated regime
on the bottom-right side. On the ρ side, the absorption features are symmetric as in
a normal transmission measurement. On the ϕ side, however, the absorption related
signal is weak compared to the noise. The lines become asymmetric as the absorption
related phase change b, illustrated in Figure 2.2 b), dominates the molecular signal.
The phase related signal was excluded from the analysis in Figure 3.1 for simplicity.
The inclusion of b to the analysis would improve the performance in the ϕ limited
regime. When the interferometer is offset from the destructive interference (equal to
large ϕ), the signal at the detector becomes highly sensitive to small phase changes,
which is in this case are caused by absorption. Even though the direct absorption
related signal was buried in noise, the phase related signal may be observed. The
detection scheme is in this case similar to the operation of the interferometer based
advanced gravitational wave detectors [35].
To evaluate the performance of a background suppression interferometer, we de-
fine the extinction ratio ∆P as the ratio of the suppressed optical power (destructive
interference) to the initial optical power (constructive interference). The initial power
is 4P0 and the suppressed optical power may be approximated as P0/4(ϕ2 + ρ2) so
that the extinction ratio is written as








The extinction ratio is plotted together with the NEA in Figure 3.1.
3.2 Practical implementation
A practical implementation of the presented background-free absorption spectroscopy
is based on a two-beam interferometer. In a two-beam interferometer a beam of
radiation is divided into two by a beamsplitter, and recombined after passing through
separate optical paths. For the purpose of optical background suppression, one of
the beams should pass through the sample under investigation while the other beam
through a reference. The reference can be, for example, vacuum, air, or another
sample. The beams should be combined after a π phase shift difference introduced
to one of the beams. For monochromatic light, the phase change can be achieved by
simply changing the optical path length by one half wavelength: λ/2. The acquired





where ∆l is the difference in the optical path length. The propagation phase change is
wavelength dependent and therefore not suitable for broadband background suppres-
sion. Achromatic phase shift of π is possible by several methods, including the use of a
Gouy phase shift by light propagating through a focus [36], a pair of mirror-symmetric
periscopes to flip the beam geometrically [37], or a pair of right-angle Fresnel rhombs
used as a pair of quarter-wave plates [38]. In our work, we study another elegant solu-
tion exploiting the phase change of π between reflection of an internal versus external
surface of a dielectric medium [20].
Figure 3.2 presents a possible realisation of an optical background suppression in-
terferometer according to the outlined principle. The solution is based on a common
Michelson-type interferometer, which is the base of a Fourier-transform infrared spec-
trometer (FTIR) [39], a standard analytical tool in infrared spectroscopy. For the
context of this work, it is useful to briefly overview the operation principles of an
FTIR. A spectrometer refers to a scientific instrument that can resolve the spectral
components of a light source. In an FTIR, the resolving power is based on the interfer-
ence signal produced at the output of a Michelson interferometer on a photodetector
as the optical path difference between the arms of the interferometer is scanned by
translating one of the retroreflecting mirrors. The optical path difference introduces
a chromatic phase shift according to Equation 3.10. Substituting the equation for
the phase shift to Equation 3.5 for two beam interference, we find that the output
of the interferometer at wavelength λ consists of a sinusoidally oscillating signal as a
function of the path difference ∆l. This output signal is referred to as the interfero-
gram. For a polychromatic light source, the interferogram is the superposition of all
the monochromatic interferograms. The interferogram of a broadband source consists
of a sharp peak at the zero optical path difference, followed by oscillating tails at larger
∆l, which contain the detailed spectral information. In fact, the spectral resolution
of an FTIR in reciprocal centimetres is proportional to the maximum optical path





























Figure 3.2: A schematic illustration of a dual-beam interferometer-based realisation
of the optical background suppression technique.
difference ∆lmax. The optical spectrum is obtained by taking the Fourier transform
of the interferogram.
For the use of a Michelson interferometer in optical background suppression spec-
troscopy, the optical path difference should be zero. The sample is introduced in one
of the identical sample cells, which are placed in both arms of the interferometer. The
beamsplitter of the interferometer is a thick dielectric slab and the reflection takes
place on one of the surfaces. The purpose of the other plate, with identical material
and thickness, is to compensate for the longer path the other beam travels through
the beamsplitter. The requirements for the symmetry of the optical paths are strin-
gent. Group delay and group delay dispersion need to be compensated, which requires
strictly equally thick transmissive optical components. Also, the shape of the optical
wavefronts needs to be preserved, which requires highly flat optical surfaces.
The idea of optical background suppression has seen various realisations along the
years. Perhaps the earliest work on the topic relates to the dual-beam experiments
with FTIRs. The dual-beam experiments sought to suppress the background related
optical interference signal on the detector, together with source intensity noise, by su-
perimposing the two opposing phase outputs of an interferometer on the same detector
[40–42]. A main complication in the early dual-beam experiments with incoherent light
sources was the optical construction of the interferometer so that it would provide ac-
cess to the second output with the opposing phase. In normal arrangement, as in
Figure 3.2, the second output beam returns to the source. Furthermore, none of the
work on incoherent light sources addressed the problem of detector saturation because
of a high optical DC-signal level and the related requirement for a high dynamic range.
In a more recent work with single frequency lasers, the DC level at the detector was
nullified by adjusting the phase with propagation delay [43, 44]. In reference [45] the
authors describe the same principle for a broadband light source, although the adjust-
ment of propagation delay cannot provide an achromatic π phase shift. In reference



























Figure 3.3: The principle of symmetric dual-comb spectroscopy presented in the fre-
quency domain.
[46], the authors came to a similar realisation to the one presented in this theses with
a broadband laser source and achromatic phase retardation.
The optical background suppression technique is a spectral manipulation method,
which is independent of the detection method. The technique is applicable to broad-
band spectroscopic detection methods such as FTIR and grating spectrometers, or
simple broadly tunable single frequency lasers, such as external cavity diode lasers.
An especially advantageous detection method for the optical background suppression
is the recently developed Fourier-transform based dual-comb spectroscopy [47]. Dual-
comb spectroscopy is a multi-heterodyne detection method, which makes use of the
special comb like spectral structure of the frequency combs. In optical heterodyne
detection, a signal beam at the optical frequency ν1 is coherently combined on a
photodetector with a local oscillator (LO) beam that has a slightly different optical
frequency ν2. Interference of the signal and LO beams produces a beat signal on
the photodetector at the difference frequency |ν2 − ν1|. Dual-comb spectroscopy is
called a multi-heterodyne method because the spectrum of a frequency comb con-
sists of thousands to millions of individual equidistant laser lines. When two of such
frequency combs are coherently combined, each individual line pair produces a beat
signal. To avoid overlap of the beat signals in frequency domain, the two combs need
to have a slightly different line spacing. The frequency of nth line in the signal comb
spectrum is described by fs = frn + f1, where fr is called the repetition rate, and
f1 is the frequency of the first line. The nth line of the LO comb should then be
flo = (fr + ∆fr)n + f1, where ∆fr is the difference in the repetition rate. The beat
signal is then produced at the frequency frf = flo − fs = ∆frn, forming a frequency
comb in the radio frequency (RF) domain. The RF comb can be easily measured with
RF electronics. The procedure is illustrated in Figure 3.3 in a symmetric dual-comb
mode, in which both the signal and LO comb passes through the gas sample. Values
for fr and ∆fr can vary significantly depending on the application. In high resolution
spectroscopy, most commonly fr ∼ 100MHz and ∆fr is between 100Hz and 1 kHz.
The time required to measure a dual-comb spectrum at fr optical resolution is the
inverse of ∆fr, making dual-comb spectrometers fast compared to FTIR. Compared
to grating spectrometers, a dual-comb offers much higher resolution.















Figure 3.4: Outline of the experimental setup for validation of the presented BF
method. BS: beamsplitter.
3.3 Experimental results
This section summarises the results of Article II, in which we demonstrated the first
broadband background-free absorption spectroscopy with an interferometric back-
ground suppression. The experimental setup is outlined in Figure 3.4, and fully re-
ported in Article II. The constructed interferometer follows the design laid in Figure
3.2, with the exception that the first surface of the beamsplitter (Thorlabs BSW511)
had a broadband partially reflective dielectric coating to increase the reflection of the
CaF2 substrate to approximately 50%. A rough estimate of the performance of the
interferometer can be found by calculating the extinction ratio by considering inten-
sity imbalance ρ arising from the optical components on the beam path. Using the
manufacturer’s data on the beamsplitter reflectance and transmittance, together with
Fresnel coefficients for CaF2, we found the expected extinction ratio over the range of
the beamsplitter coating (1–6 µm) to be approximately ∆P =1× 10−4. The imbalance
in ρ arose from an uneven number of Fresnel reflections between the two optical paths.
Still, for the calculated extinction ratio, the expected noise equivalent absorbance was
good, below 1× 10−4 with a sufficient laser power. For the approximation of ∆P , we
neglected the phase imbalance from, for example, imperfect dispersion compensation
that would in practise worsen the extinction ratio.
For experimental validation of the designed and constructed interferometer, we car-
ried out experiments using a mid-infrared dual-comb spectrometer. The state-of-the-
art dual-comb spectrometer consisted of two OPOs, which were coherently combined
on a pellicle beamsplitter, producing two output beams. The spectrometer covered
the spectral range from 1840 to 3180 cm−1, at the fr = 115 MHz (0.0038 cm−1) spec-
tral resolution. The normalised noise-equivalent absorbance was 0.027Hz−1/2 for a
normal transmission measurement [48]. The experimental BF configuration required
the use of two liquid nitrogen cooled detectors. The purpose of the first detector was
to detect the light after the optical background suppression. The second detected the
light without the suppression, which provided a triggering signal for the data acquisi-
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Figure 3.5: Raw data of dual-comb measurements in (a) BF-mode and (b) in TR-mode.
The insets show close-ups of the spectra and the interferometer configurations.
tion. The triggering signal from the suppressed output would have been too imprecise
because of its low optical power level. In addition to the dual-comb experiments, the
suppression interferometer was tested with an FTIR at 0.125 cm−1 resolution using a
different mid-infrared optical frequency comb light source spanning from 2.3 to 4.8 µm
[49]. The results were similar to those obtained with the dual-comb spectrometer and
are not reported.
Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show a collection of results from the experiments with the dual-
comb spectrometer. In the measurements, the ’SAMPLE’-cell was filled with a mixture
of five gases in the following volume mixing ratios: CO (0.25%), C2H4 (0.35%), C2H6
(0.2%), CH4 (0.22%), and N2O (0.12%) in N2 at 120mbar total pressure. The ’REF’-
cell was evacuated. One measurement was taken in transmission mode (TR-mode) by
blocking the reference arm of the interferometer, as illustrated in the inset of Figure
3.5 b). The other measurement was taken in the background-free mode (BF-mode)
with the background suppression interferometer operational. In the transmission mea-
surement, the optical power was also attenuated by a factor of 10 in order to avoid
detector saturation, while the full combined laser power of 7mW was used in the BF-
mode. One can observe from Figure 3.5 that the peaks in the BF measurement are
taller signalling a better SNR. At the same time, some interfering atmospheric lines
from, for example 13CO2 around 2250 cm−1 are missing since they were not present
in the sample. This demonstrates another benefit of the BF technique.
For a closer performance evaluation of the background suppression interferometer,
the data in Figure 3.5 were analysed to extract the imbalance factors ρ and ϕ as de-
scribed in Section 3.1. The two variables are heavily cross coupled with both affecting
the residual background level. The separation of the variables is possible in case ab-
sorption lines are present, since only ϕ affects the symmetry of the absorption peaks.
With the help of HITRAN spectral database [28], we performed fitting of ρ and ϕ at
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Figure 3.6: (a)-(d) Pointing up: zoom-ins of the data in Figure 3.5 (a). Pointing
down: calculated absorbance from the data in Figure 3.5 (b). The thick lines show the
measured data and the thin lines indicate the simulated spectra. (e) The best fitted
values for the imbalance factors ρ (intensity) and ϕ (phase). The sparsely sampled
data are fitted by fourth order polynomials (solid lines).
discrete points of the experimental spectrum with 50 cm−1 spacing. The coarse map
of the imbalance factors was then fitted with fourth order polynomials. The result is
shown in Figure 3.6 among a few example spectral lines in the BF and in TR-mode.
The examples in figures 3.6 a)-d) also show the effect of ϕ on the shape of the lines. The
shapes can be understood if the imaginary part b of the absorption line is included in
approximation Equation 3.4, and recalling the shape of b from Figure 2.2 b). The ap-
proximation for the BF-signal is then written as Pbf ≈ P04 (b
2+2bϕ+ϕ2+ρ2+2ρa+a2).
The term b2 is symmetric with the line centre and will symmetrically broaden the line
in the measurement. On the other hand, the linear term bϕ for non-zero ϕ creates an
asymmetry to the measured line shape. According to the cosine function in Equation
3.6, the lines are skewed to the right (figures 3.6 a) and 3.6 d)) and left ( Figure
3.6 c)), for positive and negative ϕ, respectively. Close to ϕ = 0, the line appears
symmetric (Figure 3.6 b) ), although slightly broadened by the absorption related
dispersion. At ϕ = π/2, the peaks would appear equally tall on top and below the
baseline, resembling the dispersion profile of the line as in Figure 2.2 b).
The example lines in figures 3.6 a)-d) give an idea of the SNR improvement by
the BF-mode. For all the examples, the background suppression method gives a 2-
4 times higher SNR than the transmission measurement, even though the available
optical power was limited. With a high power frequency comb, the SNR and NEA are
expected to improve considerably even with the current implementation of background
suppression interferometer. For example, watt-level MIR frequency combs have been




Photo-acoustic spectroscopy is an indirect method of measuring absorption: it mea-
sures a change in the state of the gas. It is an intrinsically background-free technique,
meaning that without absorption no photo-acoustic signal is generated. In the photo-
acoustic (PA) effect the energy of the absorbed light is dissipated non-radiatively as
heat. Increase in the gas temperature creates a local increase in pressure. The excita-
tion source is modulated periodically in such way that the absorption becomes periodic
producing an acoustic wave, which can be measured with a sensitive microphone. Pos-
sible modulating techniques include optical power modulation and wavelength mod-
ulation. The photo-acoustic effect was first discovered by Alexander Graham Bell in
1880 [53]. The potential of photo-acoustics as a spectroscopic tool was discovered much
later after sufficient development in microphone and light source technologies. In the
mid 20th century, especially after the invention of laser, the PA effect started to gain
wider interest as a spectroscopic method [54]. Since then, photo-acoustic spectroscopy
has been applied to analyse solid, liquid, and gaseous samples [7].
The basic photo-acoustic measurement system for detection of trace gases is simple.
It comprises a light source and its modulator plus a sample cell equipped with a
microphone for PA-signal detection. The cell has windows for the light to pass through,
and is generally accompanied with hardware for signal processing and gas handling.
The magnitude of the PA-signal response S can be generally expressed in millivolts as
[55]
S = SmPCcellN0cmσ (4.1)
where Sm is the microphone sensitivity (mV/Pa), P is the optical power of the incident
light (W), Ccell is the PA cell response constant (Pa/cm−1), N0 is the total number
density of molecules (molecule/cm3), cm is the volume mixing ratio of the target gas,
and σ is the absorption cross section (cm−1). In order to measure as small cm as
possible, one must maximise the other factors in the equation. It should be noted that
this model is simplified in a sense that it does not include the non-radiative decay
effects, which may increase or decrease the strength of the PA signal in the case of
some molecules gas matrices [56,57]. This, together with the fact that it is difficult to
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obtain accurate theoretical prediction for the SmCcell product, leads to the need for
each PA detector to be calibrated. This is a common drawback of indirect absorption
spectroscopic methods, as compared to direct laser absorption spectroscopy, which can
provide absolute absorption measurements without calibration.
The absorption cross section σ is a molecule specific wavelength dependent quan-
tity, equal to S0(T )f(ν, ν0 , T, p) of Equation 2.1. The cross section maybe maximised
by a suitable choice of wavelength, which depends on the absorption spectrum of the
molecule. Usually the electronic transitions from the visible to ultraviolet range are
the strongest. However, this region is associated with technical problems such as lack
of suitable light sources and poor selectivity due to the lack of resolvable fine structure
in the spectra. The mid-infrared region, on the other hand, has a rich and better re-
solved spectrum of strong fundamental rotational-vibrational transitions, which makes
it highly preferred for spectroscopic trace gas detection. A major advantage of photo-
acoustic detection is that the operation wavelength can be chosen freely as opposed
to photodetectors, which work only at a certain wavelength range.
The factor N0cm, equal to the total number density of absorbing molecules, states
that the PA-signal is directly proportional to the sample concentration. This is the
basis for quantitative trace gas detection, in which the interest is usually in the volume
mixing ratio of the analyte. The cell constant Ccell describes the acoustic profile of
the PA cell. In some cases, one may design the PA cell to have an acoustic resonance
for the detection frequency in order to enhance the PA-signal response [58,59]. In that
case, the PAS is referred to work in a resonant mode as opposed to a non-resonant
mode of operation, in which the acoustical signal frequency is clearly lower than the
lowest resonance frequency of the cell. The term P indicates that higher optical
power results directly in a stronger PA-signal, which is why monochromatic lasers are
especially useful for PAS. This is also the approach used in the articles I and III to
improve the PA detection limits.
The choice of a microphone is naturally paramount for photo-acoustic detection.
The smaller the change of pressure that the microphone can detect, the better it
will perform in PA spectroscopy. The fundamental limit for microphone performance
is set by the thermal motion of the gas molecules. The moving molecules bombard
the microphone, creating a noise floor with Brownian characteristics. This limit has
been reach by some cantilever microphones which are somewhat similar to those used
in, for example, atomic force microscopy [60, 61]. In addition to the microphone
sensitivity Sm, one must consider the acoustic frequency response of the microphone.
For example, at high frequencies in the kHz to MHz range, the non-radiative relaxation
times of the molecules may become a limiting factor resulting in a phase shift and
fading of the PA-signal [54]. There are mainly three types of microphones applied in
modern high performance PAS: ordinary capacitor-based microphones, quartz tuning
forks in quartz tuning fork enhanced photo-acoustic spectroscopy (QEPAS) [15, 62],
and silicon cantilevers in cantilever-enhanced photo-acoustic spectroscopy (CEPAS)
[60,63–67]. Of the three, ordinary microphones and quartz tuning forks operate in the
kHz range. They are the most affordable and easily available, but lose in detection
sensitivity by at least one to two or more orders of magnitude compared to the most
advanced cantilever-based microphones [68]. QEPAS and CEPAS are inventions of the
21th century. Currently, most of the new research on PA trace gas detection focuses
in these two techniques.
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In this thesis, I focus on the application of CEPAS to trace gas detection. The
microphone and PA detection module is manufactured by Gasera Ltd., who base their
technology on the work by J. Kauppinen et. al. [69]. The operation principle of
the microphone and the PA detection module is briefly summarised here, although
their development was not part of the thesis. The cantilever is a piece of silicon
that is 5mm long, 1mm wide, 10 µm thick and separated from its frame by a 3 µm
wide gap on three sides. The long end of the cantilever can moving freely so that in
a PA experiment, the tip of the cantilever is easily deflected by the pressure wave.
The deflection is measured by a compact laser interferometer down to 1× 10−12 m
level and with at least five orders of magnitude linear dynamic range. The acoustic
modulation/measurement frequency is typically chosen in 10–100Hz range, which is
well below the first resonance frequency (∼500Hz) of the cantilever, as well as well
below the acoustic resonance of the PA cell. The non-resonant operation has been
found to result in the best signal-to-noise ratio and reliability [68].





where P0 is the incident optical power, and αmin is the noise equivalent absorption
coefficient (refer to Equation 2.1) for integration time t, which is the inverse of two
times the detection bandwidth. The NNEA is commonly used for direct performance
comparison among different PA trace gas detectors. However, in some cases, it may
be misleading as the most appropriate figure of merit for trace gas detection is the
limit of detection (LOD). As an example, the NNEA does not take into account the
absorption strength of the molecule, or the possible difference in the PA response
of different gases and matrices. There exists also some discrepancy on determining
αmin. For example, some consider only the intrinsic detector noise whereas others also
include fluctuations from the sampling system. For the CEPAS module used in this
work, the NNEA value is as low as in the order of 1× 10−10 Wcm−1Hz−1/2 [68]. For
comparison, typical values for other techniques, such as QEPAS, are in the order of
1× 10−8–1× 10−9 Wcm−1Hz−1/2 or worse [15,70]. In Article I, instead of the NNEA,
we show a comparison of the best reported noise equivalent concentrations for PAS to
highlight the relevance of the actual detection performance.
The CEPAS cell used in this thesis consists of two chambers separated by the
cantilever as illustrated in Figure 4.1. The long chamber at the top in the figure was
for the actual PA measurement and the the lower one for balancing low frequency
acceleration noise imposed on the cantilever [16]. The chambers were connected by
two out of the plane channels. The measurement chamber was 10 cm long and 4mm in
diameter with windows at both ends for the light to pass through. The total volume
of the CEPAS cell was 11ml. The readout interferometer was placed outside of the
gas cell, with a window providing optical access to the cantilever. The gas in the cell
could be exchanged using three valves, two at each end of the measurement chamber,
and one at the back of the balance chamber. In a typical gas exchange routine, the
sample flowed through the cell from both ends of the measurement chamber to the
balance cell. Under a pressure difference, the cantilever bends considerably so that the
exchange is efficient even though the initial gap around the cantilever remains small.
For a PA measurement, the valves are closed because a gas flow through the cantilever
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of the two chamber structure of the CEPAS cell and its typical
gas flow path marked with blue arrows.
creates intolerable noise to the detection.
4.1 Use of high optical power in photo-acoustic spec-
troscopy
The strength of a photo-acoustic signal is directly proportional to optical power, thus
favouring the use of high power lasers. The power P in Equation 4.1 is also the
factor that is most conveniently improved. In this section, we investigate two possible
realisations for high optical power in a PA measurement. In the first realisation, which
is discussed Article I, an optical parametric oscillator (OPO) is used to convert the
light of a high-power near-infrared light source to the mid-infrared, in order to access
the strong fundamental transitions that lie there. The approach is straightforward and
excludes any technical challenges other than the construction of the OPO. However,
the OPO is bulky and sensitive to mechanical disturbances. As it is, the development of
the system to a portable instrument could be challenging. In fact, most realisations of
tunable high power laser systems are unsuitable for portable instruments. In addition,
some wavelength regions of the mid-infrared spectrum may be challenging to reach
with such technology. In the second realisation, presented in Article III, we develop
a more general approach that is not limited to laboratory use. The approach is based
on an optical build-up cavity to accumulate the power of a low-power laser inside
the PA cell. The technique is applicable to various small and robust lasers, such as
near-infrared DFB lasers or QCLs.
4.1.1 Use of an optical parametric oscillator
An optical parametric oscillator coherently converts a beam of laser light at high
optical frequency, called the pump, to two beams at lower optical frequencies, called
the idler and the signal. An optical parametric oscillator bears resemblance to a laser
in that they both feature an optical resonator embedded with a gain medium. Optical
resonators are discussed in more detail in Section 4.1.2. However, instead of stimulated
emission, the gain in an OPO is based on a nonlinear optical process called optical
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parametric amplification (OPA). In the OPA an optical wave at the frequency ωp
interacts with another wave at the frequency ωs so that the power at the wave ωs is
coherently amplified. In this process, a third wave at the frequency ωi = ωp − ωs is
also generated. The designations here are as the pump (p), signal (s), and idler (i),
listed in the order of decreasing optical frequency. The OPA process can be exploited
in different ways. In case ωi is the beam of interest and both ωp and ωs are provided
as an input, the process is called the difference frequency generation (DFG). In case
only ωp is provided as an input, the ωi and ωs waves are generated from quantum
fluctuations of the vacuum, and the process is called the optical parametric generation
(OPG). OPG is the process that seeds the generation of the idler and signal in an
OPO, which are then further amplified by OPA and DFG.
OPA, DFG and OPG are categorised as three-wave mixing processes, also known
as parametric interaction processes, which are based on second order nonlinear optics.
They can take place in a dielectric medium at high optical intensities, provided that
the second order electric susceptibility χ(2) of the medium is non-negligible. Electric
susceptibility is a parameter that embodies the dielectric properties of the medium. It
is defined through the relation between an electric field E and the induced polarisation




(3)E3 + ... (4.3)
where ϵ0 is the electric permittivity of vacuum. The first term is referred to as the linear
susceptibility, which dominates in most cases. The higher order terms χ(n), n ≥ 2 are
referred to as nonlinear susceptibilities, which vanish quickly as the order increases.
In most cases, the higher order terms can be neglected. In general, χ(n) are n + 1
rank tensors, and P and E are vector quantities. Here, we shall treat them as scalars
for simplicity. The simplification can be understood as the incident and induced light
having linear polarisation. Considering only the second order term, the emergence of
parametric processes is found by looking at interaction of the pump and signal beams
written in the form of two monochromatic electric fields as Es(t) = E0 cos(ωst) and
Ep(t) = E0 cos(ωpt) taken at time, phase and propagation distance zero. The second
term in Equation 4.3 then becomes
P (2) = ϵoχ












+ cos ((ωp + ωs)t)
+ cos ((ωp − ωs)t)].
(4.4)
In addition to recognising the DFG as the last term in Equation 4.4, there is a sum
frequency term ωp+ωs, second harmonic generation terms 2ωs and 2ωp, and a constant
term corresponding to an effect known as optical rectification.
For an efficient parametric process to take place, two conditions need to be met:
conservation of energy (Equation 4.5) and momentum (Equation 4.6)
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Figure 4.2: Effect of phase matching on the growth of three-wave mixing signal inten-
sity in the case of perfect phase matching (∆k = 0), quasi phase matching (QPM),
and phase mismatch (∆k ̸= 0).
ωp = ωs + ωi (4.5)
kp = ks + ki + 2π/Λ (4.6)
where kj = njωj/c is the wave vector, with nj being the refractive index and c being
the speed of light in vacuum. The process of fulfilling the conservation of momentum
is called phase matching. In Equation 4.6 we have directly adopted a popular scheme
for quasi phase matching (QPM) [72] by adding the term 2π/Λ, where Λ is a material
parameter described later in the text. The QPM scheme is helpful in achieving an
efficient parametric process because the exact phase matching condition is in general
difficult to satisfy due to the wavelength dependence of the refractive index nj , known
as dispersion. Consider the case of phase mismatch ∆k = kp − (ks − ki), in which
the pump, signal and idler waves travel at different velocities in the medium. After a
propagation distance of Lc = π/∆k, known as the coherence length, the waves start
to interfere destructively converting energy back to the pump beam. The process
continues, altering between destructive and constructive interference as illustrated
in Figure 4.2. Because the conversion of energy after one Lc is typically weak, it
is desirable to continue the process over many Lc. In QPM, the orientation of the
crystal structure of the medium is reversed at every Lc so that the parametric process
continues constructive throughout the crystal (Figure 4.2). The period, over which
the crystal structure repeats itself is called the domain width and is denoted by Λ =
2Lc. The domain width is typically in the range of 10–100 µm. With a nonlinear
crystal length in the order of cm, the nonlinear conversion efficiency can be ten to
hundreds of times higher with QPM than without phase matching over single Lc. For
some birefringent materials it is possible to obtain phase matching without QPM, by
properly orienting the polarisation and the propagation direction of the pump beam
with respect to the crystal structure of the medium (Figure 4.2). This approach gives
the highest nonlinear conversion efficiency but is also the most difficult to implement.
The most important material for OPOs and QPM is lithium niobate (LiNbO3). It










Figure 4.3: A typical singly resonant OPO, which is configured as used in the exper-
iments of Article I. A high energy pump photon (blue) enters a ring cavity equipped
with a nonlinear crystal and two etalons. The photon splits in two lower energy pho-
tons: the signal that resonates in the cavity (green), and the idler that directly exits
the cavity (red). Residuals of the pump and signal beams are filtered out with a
dichroic mirror and an equilateral prism, respectively.
has a large nonlinear coefficient and a transmission range of 0.33–5.5 µm, which suits
well the generation of mid-infrared light in the 2–4 µm range via parametric down
conversion. LiNbO3 is a ferroelectric crystal, which can have its crystal structure
permanently reoriented in a strong electric field. The effect is useful for preparing a
QPM structure in a process called periodical poling, in which case the name of the
periodically poled LiNbO3 is abbreviated PPLN. Often LiNbO3 is further doped with
MgO to improve its damage threshold against high intensity optical fields [73]. Other
popular materials that are suitable for QPM with transmission in visible to 5 µm range
include lithium tantalite (LiTaO3) and potassium titanyl phosphate (KTP). For longer
wavelengths, GaAs with transmission range of 0.9–17 µm is a popular choice [21,74].
In an OPO, the nonlinear crystal is placed in the focus of an optical cavity. The
cavity mirrors are highly reflective for the signal wave, and transmissive for the idler
and the pump. This is the case of a singly resonant OPO, whereas a doubly resonant
OPO has mirrors that are highly reflective for both the signal and idler beams. When
a sufficiently high intensity pump beam is coupled in the crystal, it will spontaneously
generate signal and idler photons from quantum noise through OPG. The wavelengths
at which the signal and idler are amplified depend on the phase matching conditions,
as well as the resonance modes and optical losses of the cavity. Considering the case of
a singly resonant OPO, the optical cavity provides feedback for the signal wave so that
it starts to build up in the cavity through OPA. As there are then both strong pump
and signal beams present, a strong idler beam is also generated. The mid-infrared
idler beam is coupled out of the cavity to be used in an experiment.
Tuning of the idler wavelength can be performed in many ways. The fastest and
most accurate way for high resolution spectroscopy is to tune the pump wavelength.
The idler wavelength follows the pump wavelength tuning according to Equation 4.5,
as the signal wavelength is fixed to the cavity resonance. For a coarse tuning, the
phase matching condition may be altered by changing the temperature or the poling
period of the nonlinear crystal. In addition, some control of the signal wavelength is
possible by tuning the cavity losses by, for example, placing and rotating an etalon
in the cavity. The bandpass-filter-like transmission profile of an etalon is also often
useful for improving the single-mode operation of the OPO [75,76].
Figure 4.3 shows schematic of the OPO used in the experiments of Article I. The
OPO was configured in a way typical for a singly resonant continuous-wave (CW)
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Figure 4.4: Simulated OPO cavity transmission for the signal wavelength.
OPO. The optical cavity was a bow-tie ring resonator, in which the oscillating signal
beam propagates only in one direction. The pump laser was a continuous wave DFB
operating at 1064 nm, which was amplified up to 20 W of optical power with an
ytterbium fibre amplifier. The MgO-doped PPLN nonlinear crystal had a periodically
poled QPM structure in a fanout pattern with Λ in the range of 26.5–32.5 µm. The
poling period and the PPLN temperature was adjusted such that an idler wave was
generated at 2476 nm, which targeted a strong ro-vibrational transition of hydrogen
fluoride (HF). The OPO had two YAG etalons of 0.3 mm and 2 mm in thickness
to control the cavity losses and to improve single-mode operation. The etalons were
placed in the secondary focus of the cavity. Residuals of the pump and signal beams
were filtered from the output of the OPO with the help of a dichroic mirror and an
equilateral prism.
For the experiment, it was crucial that the OPO operated stable at high idler
power without mode hops for a long period of time. For this reason, special attention
was paid to allow only a single low loss cavity mode to resonate. Figure 4.4 shows
a simulated transmission spectrum of the cavity round trip, where we have included
the transmission of the two etalons, water absorption, and the unity normalised gain
bandwidth of the nonlinear crystal. The cavity resonance modes were not included
because of their fine spacing (0.01 cm−1) compared to other features. The water
transmission was calculated using the HITRAN database [28] for 0.22% water volume
mixing ratio, 1 m path length, and standard temperature and pressure. The figure
shows that the design would allow single-mode operation at a wavelength with low
atmospheric absorption losses, provided that the two etalons were correctly aligned.
In this configuration, the OPO ran continuously without mode hops for hours at 13 W
pump power, at which it generated about 1 W of idler power. The performance of the
OPO was typical in terms of optical output power, whereas the stability was excellent
concerning the bit unusual operation quite close to degeneracy of the signal and idler
wavelengths, where mode hops are usually difficult to avoid [77].
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Photo-acoustic spectroscopy with a high power OPO
The OPO presented in figures 4.3 and 4.4 was used as a light source in Article I,
where we performed a record level trace gas detection of HF by wavelength modulated
cantilever-enhanced photo-acoustic spectroscopy. The purpose of the work was to
demonstrate the high trace gas detection sensitivity that can be attained by CEPAS.
In this particular case, we made use of the strong transitions of HF with a line intensity
of 2.381× 10−18 cm−1/(molecule cm−2) at 4039 cm−1 [28], and the high output power
of the constructed CW-OPO. The scheme is also applicable to detection of many
other molecules with equal performance. The experimental configuration was simple.
The idler beam of the OPO was aligned through the CEPAS cell in a double pass
configuration. For a background-free photo-acoustic signal generation, the wavelength
of idler beam was modulated at the 30 Hz rate. The phase sensitive detection by lock-
in principle was performed at the second harmonic (60 Hz). In addition, the optical
power and wavelength of the idler beam were monitored and used in normalisation of
the PA-signal. Other experimental details, such as the optimisation of the modulation
amplitude, are discussed in Article I.
Figure 4.5 summarises the spectroscopic results, which are fully reported in Article
I. Figure 4.5 a) shows a second harmonic spectrum of the targeted HF line, measured
at 97 ppt volume mixing ratio for identification of the HF peak. Because the spectral
scan was slow, routine measurements were carried out by measuring only the peak of
the spectral line. A single HF data point was recorded in 15 s. A point composed of a
9 s period for the gas exchange cycle and a 6 s period for recording the signal. Figure
4.5 b) shows a 200 min long continuous set of data recorded at low HF volume mixing
ratio. The data was used to perform an Allan deviation analysis to determine the noise-
equivalent concentration (NEC) of the system [78]. For a single 15 s measurement,
the NEC was found to be 2.5 ppt. By averaging, the Allan plot predicts the NEC to
be improved down to 0.65 ppt in 32 min.
The achieved NEC is the best reported so far for any CEPAS measurement, and
among the few PAS experiments that have reached a low ppt to sub-ppt level NEC
[9, 79]. Article I provides a wider comparison of the reported PA experiments with
sub-ppb level NEC. Here, we restrict the discussion to the three best results, including
our work, with about the same NNEA coefficients but somewhat different NECs due
to other performance factors. In the work [79] by Peltola et al. the experimental
configuration was quite similar to the one reported here. They used a similar CEPAS
detector and an intensity modulated 4.7 W CW laser at 532 nm to achieve a 50 ppt
NEC in the detection of NO2 using an electronic transition. The lower NEC compared
to Article I was mainly due to weaker absorption cross section of NO2. In another
PAS work by Xiong et al. [9] an NEC of 0.75 ppt was reported in the detection of SF6
for a rather special experimental scenario. They employed a 1 W CO2 laser at 10.6 µm
together with two acousto-optic modulators for frequency shifting to produce a moving
intensity modulation pattern inside the PA cell for acoustic signal generation. The on-
resonance PA-signal was read piezoelectrically, similarly to QEPAS, by a specially
fabricated α-BiB3O6 crystal with a resonance frequency around 443 kHz. In addition,
the PA-signal response was enhanced by an order of magnitude by measuring the SF6
in argon buffer gas instead of a real-world gas matrix, such as air. Lastly, it is worth
mentioning that in general a low-ppt and sub-ppt level NEC in LAS is uncommon. To
my best knowledge, the only other LAS based detection technique to achieve sub-ppt
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Figure 4.5: (a) Measured second harmonic spectrum of 97 ppt of HF in dry air. The
red trace is the second harmonic signal of a Voigt profile fitted to the data. (b) A long
continuous measurement of HF at a low volume mixing ratio. (c) Allan deviation of
the data in (b) and a data set recorded with the laser turned off.
level detection limits is saturated absorption cavity ring down spectroscopy [8].
The demonstrated highly sensitive trace gas detection using CEPAS still has room
for improvement. The achieved NEC was limited by experimental factors other than
the detector noise. The difference is evident by comparing the ’laser on’ and ’laser off’
traces in Figure 4.5 c). The ’laser off’-case shows the intrinsic detector noise limit,
which is three times lower than the actual HF measurement noise, reaching the sub-
ppt level NEC already for a single 15 s measurement. The excess noise is presumed to
origin most dominantly from noise in the optical power of the light source, and from
actual fluctuations in the HF concentration. The low HF concentration was produced
by desorption from the HF enriched surfaces in the gas line. The desorption rate
depended strongly on the humidity of the carrier gas, which was dry air from the
pressure line of the building. The humidity of the air varied by a few percent over the
course of the measurement.
4.1.2 Use of an optical build-up cavity
Optical cavities, also called resonators, are a common element in optical and laser
physics as well as in laser spectroscopy. An optical cavity is formed by an arrangement
of optical components, such as mirrors, which allow light to circulate [20]. Construc-
tive interference of successive cycles allows the optical intensity in the cavity to grow
high, and the photons to travel a long distance before exiting the cavity. In physics,
the cavities are mostly used to accumulate optical power for nonlinear interactions
and to provide optical feedback. In spectroscopy, they are mostly used to increase
the interaction path length in various cavity-enhanced spectroscopic techniques, such
as cavity ring-down spectroscopy and cavity-enhanced absorption spectroscopy [80].
Sometimes, an optical cavity is called a Fabry-Perot interferometer, and is used as a
high resolution optical filter for spectrometry, as an example. This application exploits
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the fact that transmission spectrum of an optical cavity exhibits a series of equidistant
sharp peaks.
In photo-acoustics, the PA-signal scales linearly with optical power. Therefore,
the signal can be enhanced by placing the PA detection system in an optical cavity.
The cavity is referred to as an optical build-up cavity in case it does not contain an
optical amplification medium. In the literature, there are a few reports on improving
the photo-acoustic detection performance by an optical build-up cavity [70, 81–86].
In these articles, the power build-up factor (BUF), by which the cavity amplifies
the incident optical power, ranged from one hundred to few hundreds. The higher
the BUF, the more complex and challenging it is to couple the laser light into the
cavity. Our work in Article III was the first based on CEPAS and the first to employ
wavelength modulation for PA-signal generation instead of amplitude modulation.
An efficient coupling of a laser to an optical build-up cavity requires attention
on the cavity design, control of the laser wavelength, as well as focusing of the laser
beam into the cavity [80, 87]. The requirement for proper focusing of the laser beam
to the cavity is to match the size and location of the beam waist to that of the
resonance mode of the cavity. The process is known as mode matching. In most cases,
including this thesis, the laser is coupled to the fundamental Gaussian mode. With
given initial Gaussian beam parameters and geometry of the cavity, the required relay
optics for mode matching can be designed conveniently by, for example, with the help
of ABCD-matrix formalism for Gaussian beam propagation [88]. In practise, the relay
optics would comprise an arrangement of lenses and/or curved mirrors. If the beam
parameters are unknown, they can be measured by the use of a beam profiling camera
or the knife edge technique [89,90], as an example.
Further steps in the design of an efficient coupling of a laser to an optical build-up
cavity requires a closer description of the properties of optical cavities. Let us consider
a two mirror linear cavity, as used in the experiments of Article III, with a round-trip
length of Lr. The fundamental Gaussian modes of the resonator will occur every free
spectral range (FSR), which is expressed as FSR=c/Lr, where c is the speed of light.
The modes allow resonance over a certain spectral band, known as the linewidth ∆νc
of the cavity, with a shape well approximated by a Lorentzian function, similar to
Equation 2.3. The linewidth is related to the FSR by a parameter called finesse (F )







Equation 4.7 shows that the finesse is fully defined by the total cavity round-trip losses
1 − [R(1 − Ac)]1/2, where R is the power reflectivity of the front mirror, and Ac is
the power attenuation coefficient for all other round-trip cavity losses, such as gas
absorption, losses on intracavity components and transmission of the end mirror [91].
The finesse approaches infinity in the case of a lossless cavity: R(1−Ac) → 1.
The achievable build-up factor BUF, defined as the ratio of resonating optical
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where the front mirror was assumed lossless, meaning that the sum of reflectance and
transmittance of the mirror equals one (R + T = 1). Equation 4.8 has its maximum
BUFmax = 1/T ≈ F/π in the so-called impedance matched case where R = 1 −
Ac. The impedance matched condition means that the coupling losses of the front
mirror equal other round-trip losses of the cavity [91]. If the transmission of the end
mirror is accurately known, the intracavity power and the BUF can be determined
experimentally by measuring the transmitted optical power on resonance. A more
direct way to measure the intracavity power is to record the PA-signal with and without
the build-up cavity as the PA-signal is directly proportional to the optical power and
hence, grows directly with the BUF.
If the spectral linewidth of the laser ∆νl is larger than that of the cavity, the
coupling of the light in the cavity is reduced by approximately a factor of ∆νc/∆νl [80].
This is a profound problem in achieving a high BUF with a standard semiconductor
laser, which has a linewidth in the order of MHz. An impedance matched build-up
cavity with a linewidth of 5 MHz would have a BUF of 100, assuming an about 10 cm
long cavity. It is useful to notice that a shorter cavity has a broader linewidth for
the same BUF as a longer one, thus favouring the use of short cavities. The coupling
efficiency to a high finesse cavity can be improved by the use of high bandwidth locking
electronics in the so called Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) locking scheme [92]. Due to
technological constraints, the PDH locking is mostly suited for near-infrared lasers.
In the mid-infrared region, a solution is to use optical feedback in locking the laser to
the cavity and possibly narrowing the linewidth [83, 86]. Both methods increase the
complexity of the setup considerably compared to a dither-and-lock method, in which
the laser frequency is dithered around the cavity modes or-vice-versa for a generation
of a locking signal.
The dither-and-lock method resembles the 1st harmonic detection in wavelength
modulation spectroscopy, introduced in Chapter 2. The locking procedure is illustrated
in Figure 4.7 for the experimental setup in our work. The laser frequency (red traces)
was slightly modulated at 5 MHz rate by feeding a sinusoidal voltage signal from a
signal generator (local oscillator, LO) directly to the laser anode through a bias-T.
Analogous to the WMS method described in Chapter 2, the frequency modulation
produced an amplitude modulated transmission signal at the output of the cavity
(blue traces), as the laser frequency was dithered around a cavity resonance. The
signal contains harmonics of the LO frequency at different amplitudes, depending on
the location around the cavity resonance mode (compare the two examples at the
centre of the cavity mode, and on the slope). Next, the transmission signal was
demodulated with a phase-controlled LO signal (P) and low-pass filtered for higher
harmonic rejection (LP), equivalent to the lock-in detection in WMS. The resultant
derivative shaped error signal was fed to a feedback-controller (PID), which outputs
a control signal to the laser current driver. The specified maximum linewidth of the
DFB laser used in our experiments was 5 MHz. Since this was less than the linewidth
of our build-up cavity, the described dither-and-lock method with a slow feedback loop
was sufficient to rigidly lock the laser frequency to the cavity mode.
In some cases, spectroscopic measurements with an optical build-up cavity may
become nonlinear. Since Equation 4.8 depends on the losses of the cavity, including
molecular absorption, the BUF is reduced in the presence of a strongly absorbing
sample. For a cavity with a high BUF, the effect is more pronounced. Let us estimate
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Figure 4.6: Relative change of the build-up factor as a function of cavity round-trip
absorbance. The chosen absorbance range is the estimated dynamic range of the
CEPAS detector with 10 mW input power and 1 s measurement time.
the magnitude of the effect in the case of the CEPAS sensor, used in the work of
this thesis. The CEPAS has an NNEA of about 2× 10−10 Wcm−1Hz−1/2, a linear
dynamic range of at least five orders of magnitude, and a 10 cm long PA-cell [16].
Assume that the laser has an output power of 10 mW, and the measurement time is
1 s. Recalling the equation for the NNEA (Equation 4.2), the detectable absorbance
range is found to be from 2× 10−7 to 2× 10−2. The use of a build-up cavity could
lower the detection range by a factor of 100 to 1000, equal to the attainable BUF.
Figure 4.6 shows a calculated relative change in the BUF as a function of round-trip
absorbance in the cell. The lossless front and back mirror have reflection coefficients
R = 0.99 and 0.999, in the case of BUF=100 and 1000, respectively. The calculations
show a decline of a few percent in the upper end of the measurable absorbance range.
Still, the lower end of the range provides three orders of magnitude measurement range
with less than 0.1% decline in the BUF. The decline can be considered negligible in
most cases. If necessary, measurements can be corrected for the reduced BUF. In
fact, the effect can be beneficial since it would increase the measurement range of the
system as the strength of the signal is reduced at high concentrations and therefore
the detector does not saturate as quickly.
Another nonlinear effect to consider with optical cavities is optical saturation of
the probed molecular transition. If the intensity of the laser beam is high enough, such
as at the focus of the cavity, it may reach the saturation intensity of the molecular
transition. At saturation, the lower energy state of the transition becomes depleted,
which is observed as reduction of absorption in a measurement. The saturation inten-
sity depends on the strength and relaxation rate of the transition. It can be calculated
or measured experimentally [86,93].
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Figure 4.7: Process of locking the laser frequency to the cavity transmission peak via a
dither-and-lock method. DET: photodetector, LP: low-pass filter, LO: local oscillator,




The build-up cavity in the experiments of Article III was designed for spectroscopy
in the near-infrared region, which is rich in overtone bands of molecules. It is also
convenient from the optical design perspective since technology for the near-infrared is
mature and relatively inexpensive. The technical experimental arrangement is outlined
in Figure 4.7, and described fully in Article III. The cavity consisted of two concave
mirrors with reflective dielectric coatings for the operation wavelength of 1530 nm.
The specified radius of curvature and reflectivity of the mirrors were 75 mm (97.5%)
and 100 mm (99.9%) for the front and rear mirror, respectively. The front mirror
had a lower reflectivity than the rear mirror to achieve a better impedance matching
when the PA-cell was placed in the cavity. The cell had AR-coated windows which
caused, according to specifications, a total round-trip loss of 0.56% in the cavity. The
spacing of the cavity mirrors was 150 mm, which resulted in 120 µm waist size for
the fundamental Gaussian mode. The calculated and experimentally verified BUF
was 100. With an available input power of 7.5 mW from a DFB laser, the maximum
intracavity intensity was 0.33Wmm−2, which is well below the saturation intensity of
most near-infrared transitions at typical pressures for trace gas detection. Moreover,
reduction of the BUF due to intracavity absorption is expected to be small within the
measurement range of the CEPAS detector.
In PAS, wavelength modulation is often the preferred approach as it can provide
largely background-free PA-signals. Still, a common approach among the reported
cavity-enhanced PA experiments has been to produce the PA-signal via intensity mod-
ulation of the laser. This can be achieved by on/off coupling of the laser beam to the
cavity. In practice, the laser wavelength is swept over the cavity resonance modes at
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half the modulation frequency, while quickly locking the laser to the cavity mode at
resonance [70, 81–86]. The amplitude modulation approach is often reasonable since
most PA detectors require fast wavelength modulation, which can be impossible to
implement with the laser continuously locked to the resonance of a high finess cav-
ity. The first reason is that the resonance frequency of the cavity would need to be
tuned at the same speed, which in practice requires changing the cavity length. A
fast movement of macroscopic objects, such as the cavity mirrors, can be difficult to
achieve. The second reason is the extended time a photon resides inside the cavity.
The scan speed, expressed in cm−1s−1, must be much less than the ratio ∆νc/τRD,
where τRD = 1/(2π∆νc) is the photon lifetime in the cavity, also known as the ring-
down time. As an example, for a cavity with finesse F = 1000 and a length of 20 cm,
∆νc/τRD = 240 kHz/670 ns = 12 cm−1s−1. The 12 cm−1s−1 limit is exceeded if the
required modulation is at kHz frequencies and modulation amplitude in the order of
1× 10−2 cm−1, as often is the case.
Unlike most other PAS methods, the CEPAS operates at low acoustic frequen-
cies in the 10–100Hz range, making it better suited for wavelength modulated cavity-
enhanced PAS. In our experiments of Article III, the conditions for wavelength modu-
lation were good since the constructed optical build-up cavity had a moderate BUF and
we used CEPAS as a PA detector. The scanning speed at the implemented 30 Hz modu-
lation frequency and 0.04 cm−1 modulation amplitude was about 1.2 cm−1s−1, whereas
the ∆νc/τRD limit for the cavity was 550 cm−1s−1 (∆νc = 6 MHz = 0.0002 cm−1).
The wavelength modulation for the PA-signal generation was implemented by mov-
ing the back mirror of the cavity with a piezo electric actuator. Changing the cavity
length changes its resonance frequency. Consequently, since the laser was continuously
locked to the cavity, it followed the modulation and produced the desired wavelength
modulation.
In the spectroscopic experiments of Article III, we used trace gas detection of
acetylene (C2H2) and hydrogen cyanide (HCN) to demonstrate the performance en-
hancement by the use of build-up cavity method in CEPAS. We refer to this new
method as cavity-enhanced CEPAS (CE-CEPAS). Our objective was to demonstrate
two main aspects: the detection performance would increase proportional to the BUF
and, simultaneously, the method could operate background-free in the wavelength
modulation mode. In the measurements, we focused mainly on C2H2 as it is a highly
inert gas and thus does not pose any additional challenges on gas handling and sam-
pling.
In CE-CEPAS, recording of spectra has two practical approaches: a continuous
high-resolution wavelength scan, and a mode-hop scan from one cavity mode to an-
other. The first approach has a limited continuous tuning range as often the cavity
resonance frequency cannot be shifted as much as the laser frequency. This is because
of the short travel of the piezo actuators used in tuning the cavity length. In addition,
a large scale movement of a cavity mirror would affect the BUF as the cavity becomes
misaligned. The second approach has a low resolution determined by the cavity FSR.
In our case, the FSR was 0.034 cm−1 which is in the order of the linewidth of a typi-
cal pressure broadened absorption line. On the other hand, sampling at each equally
spaced cavity mode can provide an accurate relative frequency scale. An example of
a 2nd harmonic spectrum recorded at the FSR resolution is given in Figure 4.8. The
sample contained a small amount of C2H2 and HCN among some water residue. The
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Figure 4.8: Measured (circles) and simulated (solid line) second harmonic CE-CEPAS
spectrum sampled at cavity resonances.
spectrum was used to identify the targeted spectral lines. The result shows that the
FSR limited resolution was sufficient for spectral identification, and that the wave-
length modulation method also provides a background-free signal when implemented
together with a build-up cavity. The continuous line illustrates the high resolution
second harmonic signal, which was simulated based on a Voigt line profile and the
HITRAN database [28].
The improvement in the detection sensitivity by the build-up cavity was verified
by first calibrating the signal response with and without the build-up cavity. Then,
an Allan deviation analysis was performed on a steady PA-signal at a low trace-gas
concentration [78]. The measurements were carried out for C2H2 by recording the
signal at the centre of the line. A BUF of about 100 was found from the calibration
results, shown in Figure 4.9 a), by dividing the slope of the CE-CEPAS calibration
by the slope of the CEPAS calibration. In the shown calibration curves, the CEPAS
curve has been multiplied with the BUF for illustration purposes. The measured BUF
matches well with the calculated value that was based on the mirror reflectivities and
the cavity losses. The good agreement of the measured CE-CEPAS data to the linear
fit shows that there was no reduction of the BUF in the measured concentration range.
The results of the Allan deviation analysis are shown in Figure 4.9 b). After
dividing the CEPAS results with the BUF the curves for CEPAS and CE-CEPAS
overlap, which shows that the use of the build-up cavity and wavelength modulation
does not increase the noise in short time scale. Thus, performance of the CE-CEPAS
system is improved directly by a factor equal to the BUF. The achieved noise equivalent
mixing ratio for C2H2 was 240 ppt in 1 s measurement time. The respective NNEA
value referenced to the 7.5 mW input power was 1.75× 10−12 Wcm−1Hz−1/2, which
is better than any value reported for PAS before [70]. The difference between CEPAS
and CE-CEPAS on a longer time scale of about 100 s indicates that the build-up
cavity adds some long term instability to the system. This could result from the
cavity resonance drifting off the transition line centre, since the cavity was not yet
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Figure 4.9: Results of the experiments with the optical build-up cavity for signal en-
hancement in CEPAS. a) Calibration curves with (CE-CEPAS) and without (CEPAS)
the build-up cavity. The slope of the CEPAS curve has been multiplied with the BUF
for comparison. b) Allan deviation analysis of a long CEPAS and CE-CEPAS mea-
surement at a low C2H2 volume mixing ratio.
actively stabilised in the experiments reported here.
4.2 Hyphenation of gas chromatography and photo-
acoustic spectroscopy
Laser spectroscopic trace gas analysers are mostly specialised in detection of one to
three small molecules, such as CH4 or CO2. They are valued for their high detection
sensitivity and selectivity. The performance is in most cases based on high resolu-
tion spectroscopy of narrow and isolated transitions of the targeted molecules. Larger
molecules do not possess such fine structure, which is why laser spectroscopy-based
trace gas analysers with narrow wavelength tuning range have not been a particularly
popular tool for their analysis. The task becomes especially complicated if the sample
contains several larger molecular weight compounds and especially if they have similar
spectra. In such case, it is likely that the spectroscopic identification and quantifica-
tion is limited to recognising just some molecular classes based on the characteristic
spectral bands of their functional groups. An example is given in Figure 4.10, where
we have simulated the absorbance spectrum of a complex gas mixture of light and
heavy molecules. The simulation was based on data from the HITRAN and Pacific
Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) spectral databases. The blue line shows the
total absorbance spectrum, that is the sum of the absorbance of the individual com-
pounds shown in different colours. The spectra of the larger molecules are offset for
clarity. The wavelength range was selected to match that of a broadly tunable exter-
nal cavity (EC) QCL (EC-QCL), which currently represents the spectrally broadest
mid-infrared laser technology that is suitable for portable trace gas analysers.
The heavier molecules included in the simulation, except cyclohexane, are all alco-
hols. Their broad absorption bands are quite similar as they originate from the same
C-O stretching motion associated with the -OH group. This makes the interpretation
of the combined spectrum difficult. In contrast, the sharp and isolated spectral lines
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Figure 4.10: Simulated absorbance spectra of a mixture of light and heavy compounds.
The spectra of the heavier molecules are offset for clarity.
of CO2 and H2O, shown in the inset, could be used for highly selective detection of
CO2 and H2O with a basic narrowly tunable QCL. The background absorption level
would not affect the measurements if a whole spectral line is recorded and fitted, or a
wavelength modulation technique is used to null the background.
In general, the analysis of the aforementioned sample would be trivial with the
standard tools in analytical chemistry. One such tool for universal analysis of chem-
ical compounds is gas chromatography [94]. It is a physical separation method in
which a gaseous sample is passed through a long thin tube, called a column. The
function of the column is to retain the analytes of the sample by different amounts.
As a result, they will emerge (elute) from the end of the column at different times as
they are moved forward by a continuously flowing carrier gas. The method is applica-
ble to molecular weights up to 1000 g/mol and can separate hundreds of components
from a sample. The eluted components can be detected by various sensitive detectors.
The separation process itself provides quantitative analysis and some identification
capabilities for simple sample matrices if referenced to a calibration standard. For
such applications, a simple non-selective detector, such as a flame ionisation detector
(FID) or a thermal conductivity detector (TCD), is sufficient. In many cases, however,
the sample matrix is more complex, and it is necessary to employ selective detectors.
These include, for example, the popular mass spectrometer with superb absolute iden-
tification capability. The combination of GC and MS (GC-MS) currently provides
the most versatile platform for quantitative analysis of chemical compounds and has
therefore become the tool for many standardised methods.
Figure 4.11 shows a basic configuration of a gas chromatograph together with a
typical chromatogram. The essential parts are carrier gas flow control, injector, oven,













Figure 4.11: Schematic of a typical gas chromatograph and an example of a chro-
matogram.
column and detector. In short, a gas chromatograph functions as follows. An inert
carrier gas, such as nitrogen or helium, is fed continuously to the GC where a flow con-
trol system carefully splits it in three ways: a small portion (∼1 ml/min) flows through
the column and carries the injected sample, a portion (∼3 ml/min) flushes the septum
of the heated injector of any residual sample, and a portion (∼100 ml/min) carries
away excess sample from the inlet liner in split injection mode. The split injection is
an injection technique that is often required with liquid samples to reduce the amount
and time of the sample vaporised in the injector to enter the column. A long injection
period would result in broad chromatographic peaks and poor separation. The column
is typically a fused silica capillary column that is 15 to 30 m long and about 0.3mm in
inner diameter. On its inner surface there is a thin (0.2µm) layer of high boiling point
substance, called the stationary phase. The chromatographic separation is based on
interactions of the analyte with the stationary phase, which depends on their relative
vapour pressures and affinities for the stationary phase. The retention of the compo-
nents is temperature dependent, which is why the column is placed in an oven that
can have a varying programmable temperature profile from ambient to 360 ◦C. At the
end of the column, a detector produces a signal proportional to the amount of analyte
present in the effluents. The area of a chromatographic peak is proportional to the
amount of the analyte, and the retention time provides information for identification
of the analyte.
Our interest in gas chromatography is to extend the capabilities of laser based
trace gas detectors to larger molecules while still maintaining the distinct benefits of
LAS compared to many other analytical techniques: they require no consumables,
they are compact and portable. From another perspective, our work leads towards the
development of new selective infrared detectors for GC that are orders of magnitude
more sensitive than the present FTIR based detectors.
Important classifications to understand in relation to GC detectors are whether the
detector is concentration or mass flow sensitive, selective or universal, and destructive
or nondestructive. Scientist working on LAS based trace gas analysis are accustomed
to relating a detector performance to detectable concentration of the analyte. However,
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many detectors are in fact sensitive to the absolute amount, or mass, of the analyte.
As an example, consider a popular ionisation based GC detector the FID. In FID, the
signal is generated by burning of the analytes in an oxy-hydrogen flame. The burning
generates some ions in the process, which in turn generate an electric signal on a
collector electrode. The detector is mass flow sensitive, as the analyte is destroyed
in the detection process and the signal is generated by the absolute amount of the
analyte entering the detector. The FID is generally regarded to be a universal detector
as it responds to all organic compounds that burn in the oxy-hydrogen flame. Some
common compounds giving no response include COx, NOx and H2O.
A mass spectrometer is another mass flow sensitive and destructive GC detector,
whereas an FTIR is concentration sensitive and nondestructive. Although both offer
high selectivity and molecular identification capabilities, only mass spectrometers have
become an essential detector technology for GC. FTIRs are used merely in special
applications where mass spectrometer fail to identify isobaric compounds, such as
some substitutional isomers [95]. A major reason for the popularity of GC-MS must
be the fact that MS has orders of magnitude better detection limits over FTIR. In
addition, the spectral libraries for MS are currently much more comprehensive as
majority of the FTIR spectral libraries are for solid or liquid form of the compounds,
which makes the data unsuitable for the analysis in GC.
Typical detection limits are in the 0.1 pg [95], 10 pg [94], and 10 ng ranges [95]
for the MS, FID, and FTIR, respectively. The poor sensitivity of the FTIR detectors
is rooted in the immensely small gas volumes the GC operates on [39]. The volume
of a GC detector needs to small enough so that two successively eluted compounds
are not present in the detector at the same time. In other words, the detector should
not impair the separation power of the GC. A practical compromise is often achieved
by requiring that the cell volume equals at most the volume corresponding to a full
width at half-height of the chromatographic peaks. For typical operating conditions
of a GC, the volume is about 100 µl. Currently, such absorption cells are implemented
with so called lightpipes that are about 10 cm long and 1 mm in internal diameter
with a reflective gold coating on the inner surface to guide the light through the pipe.
For a good detection sensitivity, an infrared detector would require an absorption
path length in the order of several meters, preferably in the hundreds or thousands of
meters. It is impossible to achieve such optical paths lengths in the given volume with
incoherent light sources of FTIRs. If the volume is exceeded, a make-up gas can fill
up the extra volume. The chromatographic resolution is then preserved with the cost
of lower detection sensitivity proportional to the dilution ratio of the sample. Hence,
the FTIR detection performance is unavoidably poor.
Some remedy for the detection sensitivity has been offered by the recent devel-
opment in vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) absorption spectroscopy [96]. In the VUV the
absorption cross sections of the electronic transitions of molecules are much larger,
leading directly to improved detection sensitivity in similar lightpipes as with FTIR
detectors. The spectral characterisation and identification capabilities in the VUV
region are, however, worse than in the infrared region.
Laser light is characterised by a high coherence and brightness. For this reason,
laser absorption spectroscopy does not suffer from optical path length restrictions the
same way as FTIR. With lasers, it is possible to attain path lengths up to kilometres
with cavity enhanced techniques [80], possibly even in a sub-ml volume. On the other
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hand, some laser spectroscopic techniques, such as photo-acoustic spectroscopy, do
not require a long absorption path length for high detection sensitivity. For example,
the NEA of 1.4× 10−10 cm−1 that was demonstrated in Article I with a 10 cm long
CEPAS cell would require an absorption length of ∼71 km with direct transmission
spectroscopy (assuming an NEA of 1× 10−3).
Despite the advantages LAS can potentially provide, its application in GC detection
has so far gained little attention. One of the main reasons has been the narrow spectral
coverage of the most common lasers, resulting in incapability to spectrally identify
numerous compounds. A typical tuning range of a common narrow band laser is a
few cm−1 whereas an FTIR has a typical optical detection band from 6500–600 cm−1.
However, in recent years, the emergence of new broadband laser sources, such as mid-
infrared frequency combs [97] and external cavity quantum cascade lasers [98], could
change this.
The early work in the 1980s on laser absorption spectroscopy based GC detectors
included various technical approaches. Some employed the optothermal effect in dif-
ferent configurations, such as optical heterodyne detection [99], direct temperature
measurement of the heated sample gas [100], and intracavity intensity modulation in
a HeNe laser [101]. Others employed the photo-acoustic effect [102, 103], or intracav-
ity absorption spectroscopy in a He-Ne laser [104]. The results obtained with packed
columns were good in the sense that the detection limits were comparable to those of
common universal detectors, such as FID and TCD. However, the added benefit over
these simple detectors was modest since the researchers were basically limited to gas
lasers, such as He-Ne and CO2 lasers, which offered little selectivity and identification
capabilities. In addition, the detection performance would have been worse for modern
capillary columns with smaller gas volumes.
In a more recent work by Wu et al. [105], the researchers connected a hollow
optical waveguide directly to the end of a capillary to create a µl-size absorption cell
with a length in the order of meters. In their work, the spectroscopy was performed
with a QCL, and later, in the work by Mengali et al. [106], with a widely tunable EC-
QCL. In another work by Zare et al. [107], a standard near-infrared cavity ring down
spectrometer was coupled to a GC via a combustor. The goal was to analyse 13C/12C
isotope ratios of organic compounds. Due to the large volume of the spectrometer the
instrument was not, however, capable of analysing trace levels.
The potential of photo-acoustic spectroscopy as a GC detector was already recog-
nised by one of the pioneers of photo-acoustic trace gas detection Lloyd B. Kreuzer
[102]. Advantages of PAS include small detection volume and extremely high detec-
tion sensitivity as was demonstrated in, for example, Article I and in reference [9].
The combination is advanced by the fact that PAS does not depend on the absorption
path length the same way as transmission spectroscopy [55]. Currently, the volume
of the smallest PAS instruments is in the ten to few ml range [79,108,109] with some
realisations in the sub-ml range [110, 111], and with potential for even smaller µl-size
[65, 112]. Nevertheless, a combination of extremely high detection sensitivity and µl
detection volume is yet to be realised.
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Figure 4.12: Experimental configuration of the GC-PAS system.
Detection of column effluents with
cantilever-enhanced photo-acoustic spectroscopy
In the work of Article IV, which is summarised here, we took a step closer in developing
a LAS based trace gas detector that is both highly sensitive and suitable for coupling
with a GC. Our approach, for a proof-of-principle demonstration, was to use the same
CEPAS cell as in Articles I and III. The gas exchange system was modified such that
it can extract samples from a GC. We call the resulting hyphenation GC-PAS. We
used a widely tunable EC-QCL (HedgeHog by Daylight Solutions) with a wavenum-
ber range of 900–1200 cm−1 and a maximum CW output power of 130 mW. The
laser provided a good combination of optical power and wavelength coverage, enabling
strong photo-acoustic signal and comprehensive molecular identification capabilities.
Unfortunately, the laser experienced frequent mode hops at intervals less than 1 cm−1,
which prevented its use for high-resolution spectroscopy. High-resolution spectroscopy
could be useful for resolving the lightest molecules which commonly co-elute in a GC,
as explained in connection to Figure 4.10.
The experimental configuration of our GC-PAS instrumentation is shown schemat-
ically in Figure 4.12. The effluents of a standard laboratory scale GC were sampled to
the CEPAS detector by a 2-position 10-port rotary valve and a sample loop. The use
of a sample loop was a necessary step in extracting the column effluents because the
CEPAS detector cannot operate in a continuous gas flow. The loop had a volume of
0.44 ml, which means that at maximum a 30 s long portion of the effluents could be
extracted at once. The portion not extracted flowed to a standard FID for monitoring
and reference purposes. At the CEPAS detector, the extracted sample was first col-
lected to an evacuated buffer cell of 1.28 ml in volume and filled with a make-up gas
to 1800 mbar pressure. The make-up gas could be chosen to be either air or N2 that
was also the carrier gas of the GC. Air was used for most of the measurements. The
buffer cell mixed the analyte with the make-up gas before feeding it to the CEPAS
measurement cell. In the next step, the sample in the buffer cell was released to the
evacuated CEPAS cell of 11 ml in total volume for the PA measurement. The end
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Figure 4.13: An example chromatogram for the alcohol mixture in cyclohexane (left
axis) and the corresponding oven program (right axis). The insets show the measured
optical power normalized CEPAS detector signals (spectra) for each peak. The black
traces are measurements and the red traces fits from the PNNL database. The cy-
clohexane spectrum is from a different sample than the alcohols. Figure from Article
IV.
pressure at equilibrium was about 200 mbar. It is clear that the non-optimised CEPAS
cell had a too large volume for GC detection. We estimate that a cell volume of about
0.2 ml would have been ideal for the current setup, based on the volume of the eluted
peaks. Therefore, we lost at least a factor of 50 in sensitivity with the current cell
volume.
Each measurement at the detector involved scanning the laser frequency over its
entire tuning range while recording the PA-signal at 85 Hz modulation frequency. A
single scan took 75 s at 1 cm−1 resolution, while loading the gas took 35 s. The PA
modulation was produced by cutting the laser intensity on/off with an optical chopper
wheel at the 85 Hz rate. The use of the chopper was in this case necessary because
wavelength modulation would have been ineffective for detection of large molecules
with broad spectral features. In principle the modulation amplitude could be extended
to match the width of the absorption bands. However, the laser did not quite have the
sufficient tuning range for that, nor did it have a linear enough power spectrum to avoid
severe residual amplitude modulation. After each measurement, the cell was flushed
clean with the make-up gas before the next measurement. Flushing was the slowest
step in the detection cycle, taking several minutes depending on the boiling point of
the analyte. The process was hindered by the low 50 ◦C maximum temperature of the
detector. In practise, one CEPAS measurement was performed for each GC run.
The performance of the proof-of-principle GC-PAS instrument was evaluated by
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analysing a mixture of several alcohols in cyclohexane at about 0.26% (mol/mol) con-
centration each. Figure 4.13 shows an example chromatogram of the solution measured
with the FID. On the right axis is the temperature of the GC oven. The insets show a
CEPAS measurement (black trace) for each of the peaks on the chromatogram. The
spectra have been normalised with the measured optical power of the laser, and the
background signal resulting from the laser intensity modulation has been subtracted.
The red traces show a classical least squares (CLS) fit from the PNNL database. Each
spectrum was recorded on a different GC run. The cyclohexane spectrum was recorded
for a different sample solution, where its concentration was about 13% (mol/mol). The
samples were injected manually with a microlitre syringe using split injection with a
1:10 split ratio. The injection volume was 0.5µl.
The results presented here demonstrate the separation power of GC and the iden-
tification and quantification power of the CEPAS detector. Compared to the example
in Figure 4.10 with the same sample matrix, the GC-PAS instrument is well capable
of quantifying all the compounds in the sample, whereas without separation the task
would hardly be possible. The given alcohol example is still a simple case. In real
life, there would often be tens or hundreds of different compounds and then, the co-
elution of peaks becomes more and more likely. In such case, it is possible to apply
chemometric multivariate analysis tools, such as CLS, principal component regression,
or partial least squares, to resolve a small number of co-eluted peaks.
In Figure 4.14, we demonstrate the capabilities of infrared spectroscopy and mul-
tivariate CLS analysis in two cases of co-eluted analytes. Figure 4.14 a) demonstrates
the case of common septum or column bleed [94], which was emulated by turning the
septum flush off. The bleed components are typically cyclic siloxanes. In our case, D3
(hexamethylcyclotrisiloxane) and D5 (decamethylcyclopentasiloxane) were identified
using previously reported vapor phase spectra [113]. The 30 to 50 times stronger ab-
sorption bands of the siloxanes severely overlap with the bands of the alcohols which,
in this example case, was 1-pentanol. However, since the gas matrix has been identi-
fied, CLS routine correctly solved the relative proportions of the compounds. In Figure
4.14 b) the peaks of two compounds 2-ethyl-1-hexanol and 6-methyl-5-hepten-2-one
(sulcatone) completely overlap on the FID signal, whereas on the infrared detector,
the spectra are clearly separated from each other.
The data in Figure 4.13, measured at high SNR, were used to calibrate the system
for each compound. The response of the detector was found linear by performing
measurements with diluted samples (see Article IV for details). As a last step on
the CEPAS detector evaluation, we determined the limits of detection by performing
repeated measurements with a blank sample and N2 as a make-up gas. The LODs were
defined for each compound as 3 times the standard deviation (3σ) of the results of the
CLS analysis on the spectra, which had their background signal subtracted and signal
normalised with the optical power of the laser. For further analysis, the same was
performed with the laser turned off, which reveals the intrinsic detector noise limited
performance. The FID LODs were estimated as the SNR of the peak heights relative
to the baseline. The results, summarised in Table 4.1, show that the CEPAS detector
performance is already orders of magnitude better than that of the FTIR lightpipe
detectors, which most commonly have the LOD in the order of 10 ng [95]. If the
cell volume were optimised and the intrinsic noise level was reached, the LODs would
improve 2 to 3 orders of magnitude. The detection sensitivity would then surpass







































































Figure 4.14: a) Measurement of 1-pentanol with interfering column/septum bleed. D3:
hexamethylcyclotrisiloxane, D5: decamethylcyclopentasiloxane. b) Overlapping peaks
on the FID (inset) well resolved with the CEPAS detector. 2-EH: 2-ethyl-1-hexanol.
Figure from Article IV.
the FID. The differences between LODs of different compounds originate mainly from
their absorption strengths and boiling points. Higher boiling point compounds seemed
to experience more ’losses’ most likely because of adsorption on the surfaces of the
detector. It is also possible that the split injection partly discriminates the lower
boiling point compounds from the higher ones. Article IV discusses the performance
and LODs of the setup in more detail.
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Table 4.1: Estimated limits of detection for the demonstrated GC-CEPAS. The units
are expressed as on column masses. The CEPAS limited values express the intrinsic
limit of the detector while the background N2 values include experimental fluctuations
from the gas exchange.
Background N2 CEPAS limited FID estimatesCompound pg pg pg
Cyclohexane 7542 458 -
Methanol 181 12 145
Ethanol 292 16 44
Propanol 438 19 72
Isobutanol 325 18 23
Pentanol 956 46 24
Hexanol 1106 54 19
2-EH 2088 92 13
Chapter 5
Conclusions
Background-free spectroscopies have been demonstrated as a powerful tool for trace
gas detection. Combined with high power lasers, they can be used to reach exceptional
detection sensitivities beyond the capabilities of conventional direct absorption spec-
troscopy. Two background-free spectroscopic methods were investigated in different
experimental scenarios for trace gas analysis: cantilever-enhanced photo-acoustic spec-
troscopy, and a novel broadband interferometric background suppression technique for
absorption spectroscopy. Several sorts of MIR and NIR laser light sources were used
in combination with these methods to access the ro-vibrational transitions of various
molecules. From the perspective of trace gas detection, the most significant of the
studied transitions are the strong fundamental transitions in the molecular fingerprint
region around the atmospheric windows of 2000 to 3000 cm−1 and 800 to 1200 cm−1.
The developed highly sensitive trace gas detection methods can be applied in vari-
ous fields, such as monitoring of indoor and outdoor air quality as well as industrial
processes.
The novel broadband interferometric background suppression technique, presented
in Article II, was discussed in Chapter 3. It can provide improved detection perfor-
mance in direct absorption spectroscopy by optically subtracting the noisy background
spectrum, which could otherwise saturate the photodetector and mask the absorption
dips. The technique favours the use of high power laser light sources, such as optical
frequency combs, and eases the dynamic range requirements for the detection system.
The interferometric background suppression can be seen as an optical filtering tech-
nique, which does not restrict the choice of optical detection method. The method
can be combined with various spectroscopic instruments, such as FTIRs, grating spec-
trometers, tunable laser absorption spectrometers, and dual-comb spectrometers. The
suppression technique preserves the quantitative and calibration-free properties of di-
rect absorption spectroscopy, which is exceptional in the category of background-free
spectroscopies. The experimental results presented in Section 3.3 show about a factor
of five improvement in the SNR compared to an absorption measurement without the
suppression technique. The results are subject to further improvements by employing
higher optical power and better interferometer optics, as discussed in Article II.
A majority of this thesis dealt with the application of cantilever-enhanced photo-
acoustic spectroscopy to trace gas detection in various configurations. In Article
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I, summarised in Section 4.1.1, the best reported noise-equivalent concentration in
CEPAS [79] was pushed to a new level by using a high power CW-OPO in the detec-
tion of strongly absorbing HF. The exceptional sub-ppt level noise-equivalent concen-
tration (NEC) achieved in our work demonstrated the great potential of CEPAS in
high performance trace gas detection and motivates further research in the field. Sim-
ilar or better results are expected for many other strongly absorbing molecules. The
achieved NEC can be improved by solving some technical difficulties in, for example,
the gas handling of the highly reactive HF, as discussed in Article I.
The work on CEPAS was continued in Article III with a more general approach
for ultra low level trace gas detection. Instead of a direct use of a high power laser
source, the optical power of a much more practical small near-infrared semiconductor
laser was built up in an optical cavity to reach similar intra-cavity power levels and
noise-equivalent absorbance (NEA) as in the previous CW-OPO work. This was the
first time when a build-up cavity was used in conjunction with CEPAS, and the first
time a wavelength modulation scheme was employed in cavity-enhanced photo-acoustic
spectroscopy. In the results of Article III, summarised in Section 4.1.2, we reported
so far the best normalised noise-equivalent absorption (NNEA) value for a photo-
acoustic detector. The experiments were carried out in the NIR region for technical
convenience, but a continuation of the work could include moving to the MIR region
for stronger absorption lines.
In the work of Article IV, the attention was drawn to the detection of challenging
compounds and gas matrices. The detection of large molecules is often challenging
for LAS, especially in the case of a complex mixture. In our approach, we used
a gas chromatograph to separate the compounds before detection with the CEPAS
detector and a widely tunable EC-QCL. In the results, summarised in Section 4.2, we
demonstrated a quantitative analysis of a complex mixture of alcohols at a detection
sensitivity far better than what is possible with a conventional FTIR based infrared
detector used in GC. The results compare favourably with the few other reported LAS
based GC detectors. Still, major improvements are possible when the construction,
and size of the CEPAS detector are optimised for the novel application, as well as
some excess experimental noise is eliminated. Further research on the topic is highly
motivated since LAS could allow the development a competitive GC detector for field
applications as it is compact, offers good sensitivity, good selectivity, and requires no
consumables.
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